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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 93407 

ACADEMIC SENATE 
Executive Committee Agenda 
Tuesday. April 15. 1986 
FOB 24B, 3:00-5:00 p.m. 
MEMBER: DEPT: MEMBER: DEPT: 
Ahern, James Ag Mgmt Hallman, Barbara History 
Bonds, Robert LAC Kersten, Timothy Economics 
Botwin, Michael Arch Engr Lamouria, Lloyd H. Ag Engr 
Cooper, Alan F. Biology Olsen, Barton History 
Fort, Tomlinson Jr. Adm Riener, Kenneth Bus Admin 
Gamble, Lynne E. Library Tandon, Shyama EL/EE 
Gay, Larry Ind Tech Terry, Raymond Mathematics 
Gooden, Reg Poli Sci 
Copies: Baker, Warren]. 
Irvin. Glenn W. 
Labhard, Lezlie 
I. 	 Minutes: Approval of the March 20, 1986 Executive Committee Minutes 

(attached pp . 2-4). 

II. 	 Announcements: 
Building numbers will be added to posted building names. 
III. 	 Reports 
A. 	 President/Provost 
B. 	 Statewide Senators 
IV. 	 Business Items: 
A. 	 Recommendations on Enrollment Management-French, Chair, Long 
Range Planning Committee (attached pp. 5-6). 
B. 	 Resolution on Distinction Between Options and Concentrations at 
California Polytechnic State University-Williamson, Chair, 
Curriculum Committee (attached p p . 7-11). 
C. 	 Student Affairs Committee (Forgeng, Chair) Reports on (attached p . 12): 
1. 	 CAM 619- Candidates for Graduation (attached pp. 13-14). 
Prepared in concurrence with Constitution & Bylaws Committee; 
2. 	 AIDS Policy (attached pp. 15-17); 
3. 	 CAM 674- Cheating and Plagiarism (attached pp. 18-25) . 
Prepared in concurrence with Fairness Committee; 
4. 	 Alpha Chi Honorary Society- Cal Poly Chapter (attached pp. 26-28); 
5. 	 Plus/Minus Grading (attached pp. 29-30) . 
) 
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D. 	 General Education & Breadth Course Proposals- Lewis, Chair of 
General Education & Breadth Committee: 
1. 	 ART 208 Sculpture (attachedp. 31) 
2. 	 HUM 302 Human Values in Agriculture; GE&B 
Proposal (attached pp. 32-34); Stan Dundon's 
Memo in Support of HUM 302 (attached pp. 35-40) 
3. 	 MATH201 Appreciation of Mathematics (attached pp. 41-42) 
E. 	 Polychlorinated Biphenol (PCB) Danger on Campus-Vix. 
F. 	 Resolution Recognizing Women's Week at California Polytechnic State 
University-Axelroth/Loe (attached p. 43). 
G. 	 Research Committee Replacement for Goro Kato (SSM)-Cooper, Caucus 
Chair for School of Science and Mathematics. 
V. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 
VI. ADJOURNMENT: 
) 

·state ofCalifornia California Polytechnic State University 
-5-;. San luis Obi&po, CGiifornia 93..07 
Memorandum RECEIVED 
To r.1"'1' :::. o ·,JBb DateLloyd Lamouria, Chair 18 March 1986 
Academic Senate 
Academic Senatefile No.: 
Copies : 
From Long Range Planning Committee 
Subject: Recommendations on Enrollment t4anagement 
These enrollment management recommendations were developed by the Long Range
Planning Committee in response to your request of 6 January 1986. The Resolu­
tion on Strategic Planninq adopted by the Academic Senate in April 19ij5 also 
identified enrollment as an area with several key issues related to Cal Poly•s 
future over the next decade. 
There is strong consensus on the Long Range Planning Committee to hold the size 
of Cal Poly at 14,200 FTE until such time as the current shortages of facilities 
(e.g. classrooms, laboratories, faculty offices) are corrected. This would 
suggest that any increase in enrollment beyond our authorized 14,200 should only 
occur when currently planned physical plant expansion projects are completed in 
1990-91. We understand that 1985-85 er.ro 11 ment is a1ready somewhat greater than 
the 14,200 FTE for which we are funded. 
The 1990-91 completion of the adeq~ate facilities needed to serve our current 
enrollment level coincides with a projected short term decline in the number of 
students graduating from California high schools. As a result, it may not even 
be prudent to expand enrollment to 15,000 FTE in the 1990-95 time period given 
the strong competition likely for the decreasing number of high school grad­
uates. Any such expansion needs to be carefully considered. 
The committee understands that such an enrollment limit implies careful scrutiny 
of both new program proposals and existing programs. The committee feels that 
such a limit need not preclude curriculum adjustments to the changing economic, 
technological, and population trends. It does, however, suggest such adjustments 
must be made by shifting enrollment and resources within the university. We 
feel that such adjustments can only be made in consultation with individual 
departments and faculty. 
In terms of the mix of first time freshman and transfer students the committee 
recognizes that the current mix at Cal Poly (approximately 60% first-time fresh­
man, 40% transfer) is nearly the reverse of the CSU as a whole. The committee 
also recognizes that Cal Poly and the CSU system have a unique responsibility in 
providing community college students an opportunity to complete their educa­
tions. It should also be noted that transferring from the community college 
system provides increased access to the increasing proportion of minority and 
ethnic students. The proportion of these students among California high school 
graduates wi 11 increase dramatically over the next fifteen years. We also note 
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Memo to Lloyd Lamouria 
From Steve French 
18 March 1986 - page 2 
that an increased proportion of graduate and transfer students should place less 
demand on the currently overstressed areas of general education, and that the 
smaller size of upper division classes allows more focus on individual students. 
However, the committee also recognizes that the effects of radically different 
admission rat1os for first time freshman and tranfer students are not clear, 
particularly as they may effect already heavily impacted departments. More 
careful study of this issue is needed. 
To make informed decisions on detailed enrollment management issues such as 
growth areas and possible program reductions, the committee suggests that three 
things are needed: 
l) The faculty at all levels (i.e. the Academic Senate, the Executive 
Committee, the faculty at large) needs to be better informed on the 
consequences of various enrollment policies; 
2) a more structured process for faculty involvement in the decision­
making process must be developed; and 
3) proposed enrollment management decisions should be discussed with the 
effected departments before they are finalized. 
3/1 /86.SPF I 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 
OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS-_-86/__ 
RESOLUTION ON DISTINCTION 

BETWEEN OPTIONS AND CONCENTRATIONS 

AT CALiFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

WHEREAS, The distinction made in CAM 411 between options and 
concentrations appears primarily to be based on the number of 
units contained in the curricular alternative; and 
WHEREAS, There appears to be confusion at California Polytechnic State 
University, at the Chancellor's Office, and on other campuses both 
within and outside of the CSUC system as to California Polytechnic 
State University's distinction between options and concentrations; 
and 
WHEREAS, A survey by the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee of 
academic departments indicates no opposition to the concept of 
using only one such curricular alternative; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED: That the following changes be made to CAM 411 and that these 
changes be implemented with the 1988-90 catalog: 
) 
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Resolution on Distinction Between Options and Concentrations 
at California Polytechnic State Uni'.-ersity 
Page Two 
411 	 Guidelines for Majors, Minors, and Concentrations 
A. Recognized Categories of Curricular -Com:eatf.atffias- Alternatives. 
(Note: For the purpose of computing grade point average at 
graduation, "major" is defined as follows in 1. and 2. below.) 
1. 	 Major (B.S.) 
(a) 	 For the B.S. degree, the major shall consist of no less 
than 54 or more than 70 quarter units of courses 
required for graduation in each curriculum. 
( 1) 	 Of the units in courses designated as major, at 
least 27 must be in 300 or 400 series courses. 
(2) 	 Of the units in courses designated as major, at 
least six must be required in the freshman and 
at least nine in the sophomore year. 
(b) 	 The courses in the major, designated as "M" courses, 
must be exclusive of those used to satisfy the general 
education requirement. The "M" courses generally are 
those with the major departmental prefix although 
others may be included. 
2. 	 Major (B.A.) 
(a) 	 For the B.A. degree, the major shall consist of no less 
than 48 or more than 60 quarter units of courses 
required for graduation in each curriculum. 
(1) 	 Of the units in courses designated as major, at 
least 24 must be in 300 or 400 series courses. 
(2) 	 Of the total of 186 quarter units required for 
the degree, at least 60 must be in 300 or 400 
series courses. 
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Resolution on Distinction Between Options and Concentrations 
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Page Three 
(3) 	 Of the units in courses designated as major, at 
least six must be required in the freshman year 
and at least six in the sophomore year. 
(b) 	 The courses in the major, designated as "M" courses, 
must be exclusive of lhose used to satisfy the general 
education requirement. The "M" courses generally are 
those with the major departmental prefix although 
others may be included. 
3. 	 Minor 
No minor is required for the bachelor's degree . 
Teaching minors consist of a minimum of 30 quarter units in 
a specific field. Teaching minors are designed to meet 
credential regulations and should not be confused with 
concentrations. 
Aa -opt-iaa -is- -a-<:-ur-r-iGu:l.aF -fHter-native- ffi. a-depar-t-me-at- .Raving. 
3"<7 ur-more -quarter tmits-of- specifrect-cour ses-rrot-ccrmmon to 
crt~~~a~~t~n~t~~d~~to~ve~he-----­
sttttiefl-t ~-taatiaHy-differ-ent-c£tpftbiHties -t:fl:afl.-Hle-eHler--­
at~-nilt:i'ores-: 
4. 	 Concentration 
A concentration is a block of courses to be chosen with the 
approval of the student's adviser comprising from 18 to~­
.12. quarter units providing essentially different capabilities 
for the student. A minimum of 12 of these 18-2-9 .12. units 
must be in specified courses. 
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AS-__-86/_ 
Resolution on Distinction Between Options and Concentrations 
at California Polytechnic State Uni-.ersity 
Page Four 
-l ~--- ..:r..ne- easW-oor-r.ffiu.l·l:HB- -display-in- t.a& ~atalgg-Shou-ld-show .only­
~hose~urs~coannon~~~o~~e~jon 
-aitem1ltives:--­
2~---~~~~eask~-r~~~-disp~~he~~e~~e~Yk~ 
-te-oom~lete-t.fte-ftlfljer f.a -eaeh-opt.ffia -sf1eu!G -be-.Hsted- in- -tee 
~aaaeF~4a~he~a~­
37---1~addk~te~r~eH~ed4Yythe~a~ae~art~ea~-­
-optiei¥.rmay-taeh:I-Ele-r-equ.ifEtEl~ses-fFGm~t-her­
-depar-tment-s~ 
~---~1ft~~1ftH~ftti~~e~ef~~a~~e~aHy~~ea~eF 
~~-H~1~a~~ea~~tha~39~Hafier~t~t~a­
-rea-seftae J:e-mtiim-t.tm-:--Ak-bougb-SGm-e-e-:l:i-sUtlg-Gi7Heas-d
~-39~~eF~~have~aMe~~~tY~Ga~ea­
-will- ~-r-equi.FeEl.feF -appr-EW.al d -addit.kmaJ. .gp.tions-gt-gve~ -3-9­
...q.aar-teF -Units. 
-E.-	 B. Guidelines Relating to Concentrations 
1. 	 The basic curriculum display in the catalog should show only 
those courses common to the concentration alternatives. 
Following the basic curriculum display. the courses required 
to complete the major in each concentration should be listed 
in the catalog. 
--2-r 	 .3... A footnote in the catalog should indicate the number 
of elective units which must be selected with the approval of 
the adviser to form the concentration. 
Example: "At least 18 quarter units shall be chosen with the 
approval of the adviser in one of the concentration areas of 
Production, Management, or Science-Teaching. 
) 
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AS-__-36/_ 
Resolution on Distinction Between Options and Concentrations 
at California Polytechnic State UniYersity 
Page Five 
-J.­ 4. Available concentrations should be named and may be 
described briefly in the departmental introductory material. 
-4.­ 5.., A list of those courses which are required and eligible 
for use in a specific concentration must be provided to the 
Evaluation Technician and departmental advisers by the 
appropriate school dean. 
-2-:--- -AH-aa.i:ts -ia -an- e~Hen-BlU5t..OO s~eeified:- If-the- -3-0-er- -mer-e­
qua~~n~s~aRRQt~~~~.tae~aGeR~~~~QY~­
shottld-be "USed-:­
-3-:­ ~ A student must select one of the available cur-rtcu:lar­
a..l:ter=-na.tives. concentrations recognized and/or displayed in 
the catalog. 
4­ 7. "M" courses may appear in aa-optfcn.f>t' ~ 
concentration as well as in the core or basic curriculum 
display. 
-5:­ .a.._ A concentration within ant>f)ii:on-a concentration is 
not appropriate. 
-6..­ .2.:, There must be a discrete bachelor's degree program. 
That is, -options-concentrations requiring a bachelor's degree 
program to run into the graduate year will not be approved. 
Proposed By: 
Curriculum Committee 
April 8, 1986 
) 
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Apr i 1 7, 1986 
To: Executive Committee, Academic Senate 
From: Bill Forgeng, Chair- Student Affairs Committee 
Subject: Item~ for Executive Committee Information/Action 
At its most recent meeting, the SAC dealt with five items of business: 
1. CAM 619 on requiring that the faculty be informed of candidate~ for 
graduation -- this section of CAM is outdated and a resolution to 
change based on suggestions from Gerry Punches is attached. f· 2, 3 
2. AIDS Pol icy -- A suggested cover letter from the Academic Senate 
Office to the Campus Community is attached. This cover letter is 
~uggest•d to accompany Dr. Nash's January 24, 1986·, letter to L 1 oyd 
Lamouria, which we ask be made public for the benefit of the entire 
campus. ~· '1 _" 
3. CAM 674 on Cheating We support the recommendation of the 
Fairness Board in this matter for minor changes in this part of CAM.fUf·l- , 
4. Alpha Chi honorary society request for chapter at Cal Poly --we 
understand that the administration has turned thumbs down on this 
request without waiting for student or faculty input. •same old 
story! • 
~. Plus-minus grading --The recent memo from Tom Zuur to the Ad Hoc 
Group entitled •Plus-Minus Grading• <Feb. 27, 1986) does not even 
mtntion the 5ubject. The student representatives are re-surveying 
their Senate and we will take up the matter at our next meeting. 
Maybe we ~have plus-minus, as voted four year~ ago in the senate, 
by next year. 
IS,/Cf, 
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Resolution on Modification of CAM 619 
Background 
CAM 619 was written at a time when diplomas were awarded and degrees 
conferred by the faculty at a single annual commencement ceremony, and 
the intent of this section of CAH was to provide the faculty with 
their one last chance to prevent a candidate from graduating •for any 
reason, academic or otherwise•. Nowadays, degrees are not officially 
awarded and diplomas are not issued until the completion of all 
required academic work has been certified by the Registrar. No 
student has been denied a degree under the terms of CAM 619 in more 
than 20 y•ars, and furthermore, the withholding of a degree for other 
than academic reasons would probably be challenged in the Courts. 
619 Candidates for Graduation ( 
The Registrar is responsible for checking the records of students who have applied for 
graduation. After being satisfied that those who have applied have met (or will meet 
pending satisfactory completion of their final quarter's \~rk) all graduation require­
ments, the Registrar will submit a list, alphabetically by department, of "Applicants 
for Graduation" to the deans no later than three weeks before commencement. Notifica­
tion of the faculty by the Registrar will coincide wi~h the arrival of the list and 
space will be provided for interested faculty in the respective school to peruse it. 
This list will include the following covering stateme"t: "The following stude11ts have 
applied for graduation. If they complete their current work in a satisfactory manner, 
they will have met the academic requirements. If for ' any reason, academic or otherwise, 
an instructor feels that any person on this list should not be graduated, the instructor 
must state reasons in writing to the Registrar at least two weeks before commencement." 
The Academic Deans Council will conduct hearings with the instructors who object to the 
applicants for graduation when they deem it appropriate. After all factors arc 
considered, the Academic Deans Council will vote for or against the ~pproval of 
graduating those who have applied. Their ac~ion will be final. 
-14-

Resolution I 
1. 	 Whereas Cam 619 was written at a time when diplomas were awarded 
and degrees conferred by the faculty at an annual commencement, 
and 
2. 	 Whereas the intent of CAM 619 was to provide faculty the oppor­
tunity to prevent a candidate from graduating "for any reason, 
academic or otherwise," and 
3. 	 Whereas the policy of withholding of a degree from a candidate 
for non-academic reasons would be subject to challenge in a court 
of law, · and 
4. 	 Whereas degrees cannot be awarded until the completion of all 
course requirements has been confirmed by the Registrar, and 
5. 	 Whereas diplomas are not issued to successful candidates until 
such degrees have been confirmed, and 
6. 	 Whereas no student has been denied a degree under the terms of 
this section in more than 20 years, and 
7. 	 Whereas the addition of a second commencement ceremony has 
obscured the original intent of this section, and 
8. Wher•as this section app•ars to be anachronistic and serves no 
legitimate purpose, be it therefore: 
Resolved to delete the language of Section 619 from the Campus 
Administrative Manual and substitute the following policy statement 
concerning Candidates for Graduation in Section 619 of the Campus
Administrative Manual: 
CAM 	 619 - Candidates for Graduation 
The Registrar is responsible for checking the records of students who 
have applied for graduation. No degree will be awarded nor a diploma 
issued until all requirements for graduation have been met. The 
awarding of a degree and the date of graduation will be subject to the 
requirements stated on the student's application for graduation, 
diploma regulations, and any othercampus or CSU System directive in 
effect· at the time of application. The registrar will provide 
departmental faculty with a list of candidates who have applied to 
graduate each term within two weeks following the beginning of 
classes. 
) 
J 
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SUBJECT: ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME <AIDS> 
FACTS ABOUT AIDS: 
The AIDS virus is not very communicable~ it is 
transmitted by blood e xchange and by repeated sexual 
activity~ and there is little risk to anyone who has 
casual contact with an individual with AIDS. 
POLICY ABOUT AIDS PATIENTS ON CAMPUS: 
Any policy will be decided on a case-to-case basis by 
the President, Provost, and Dean of Student Affair6. 
SUGGESTIONS ABOUT RESF'ONSES TO AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS SUSPECTED 
OF HAVING AIDS: 
Be supportive and compassionate. 
Be aware that AIDS patients are probably covered by all 
employment laws and laws about discrimination against the 
disabled. 
Be aware that breaking a confidence and publicly identi­
fying an individual with AIDS may subject an official 
to fines and imprisonment. 
FURTHER INFORMATION AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS MAY BE OBTAINED 
BY CALLING VIVIAN RIGGS~ HEALTH CENTER~ EXTENSION 1211. 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING LETTER FROM DR. JAMES NASH, DIREC­
TOR OF STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES: 
-

.· 
.. 
,/ 
( 
From 
Subject: 
) 
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Califwnia Polytechnic State Univenity 
s.. Luk ow.p., Califeno6o 93407 
orandum 

Lloyd H. Lamouria, Chair ~e : January 24, 1986 
Academic Senate 
FileNo.: 
Copies: Baker, Warren J. 
Brown, Russell 
.,--.. Andrews, Charles 
Fort, Tomlinson~-·~ 
James H. Naj;h,.: M.D. 

Director of\_Student Health Services 

BRVIROHMBN"l'AL RESPONSE '1'0 AIDS 
I'll endeavor to answer your questions about how to respond when AIDS is 

identified on campus. The medical guidelines and suggestions are mine. 

Any policy on such cases, I have been told, will be decided on a case-to-case 

basis by the President, Provost, and Dean of Student Affairs. 

Faculty-administration response to expressed concerns about an AIDS identified 

person is something that should be planned now for this inevitable happening. 

Whether the individual is a student, a faculty member, or staff member is prob­

ably not important with a few exceptions, such as laboratory technologists. 

All of us need to remember that the AIDS virus is not transmitted through 

ordinary contact in the working world. The AIDS virus is transmitted by 

blood exchange, as by intravenous drug abusers, or by repeated sexual activity 

with an infected person, and here mostly by male homosexual activities. 

Everybody needs to ~now that AIDS patients are probably covered by all laws 

against discrimination of the disabled, as well as by ordinary employment 

laws. 

It will be rare that an individual with AIDS will be identified as such. 

There is no medical or administrative reason to identify such people except 

in rare situations; e.g., if the Health Center has a patient with AIDS, then 

medical personnel will be notified so they can protect themselves with appro­

priate precautions when drawing blood, etc., and so they can protect the patient 

from other infectious diseases. 

The appropriate response to any concern is to offer education about AIDS, its 

modes of transmission, its relatively low infectivity, and to answer all 

questions. Educational programs are available by contacting Vivian Riggs, 

Extension 1211. The Health Center also has brochures on AIDS. There is also 

a Crisis Response Team available for response to any acute environmental 

problem, including AIDS fear. 

An "AIDS positive" person presumably means somebody with a positive test for 

the HTLV-III/LAV virus. Most such people are not ill but are probably con­

tagious via sexual activity or blood exchange. They are no risk to co-workers. 

Few such individuals will identify themselves to their department head or 

anybody else, except to their own doctor, dentist and sexual partner(s). 

-17-

Lloyd H. Lamouria, Chair, Academic Senate 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE TO AIDS 
Page 2 
January 24, 1986 
Somebody actually ill with an opportunistic infection of AIDS probably will 
not be working during the acute episode of such infection . . In between 
infections, there is no reason for such an individual not to be working. 
This person is not a hazard to co-workers but is himself/herself at risk 
from infections carried by co-workers. Any official who violates confidence 
and publicly identifies an AIDS patient is liable for serious fines and 
imprisonment, as is his employer. And there .really is no benefit to anybody 
by so identifying an AIDS patient or HTLV-III carrier. 
An appropriate response to an HTLV-III co-worker would be a supportive one. 
We should offer help and understanding. It should be pointed out to that 
person that they might need to be off work if they acquire one of the 
opportunistic infectious of AIDS as those infections are communicable. 
The person should also be informed that university environments have many 
hazards to which that person might be peculiarly susceptible. 
As educational efforts about AIDS continue, much of the fear of AIDS should 
lessen. If I can be of help to you, please call. 
•• 
•' 
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

SAN LUIS OBISPO. CA 93407 

ACADEMIC SENATE 

805/546-1258 

Date: 	 March 19, 1986 Copies: William Forgeng 
To: 	 Fairness Board Members 
. . 
DeQartment ScboQl Of(ice Dept. Exp. Term 
Beardsley, George* Economics SBUS 2012 2783 1987 
Ciano, David Financial Aid PCS 2927 2927 1986 
Dillman, G.reg ASI 1291 1291 1986 
Emmel. Robert Speech CA&H 2327 2553 1987 
Field, Ga.ry GraphicComm SPSE 2609 1108 1986 
Plummer, William Animal Sci SAGR 2113 2419 1987 
Poland, Leslie ASI 1291 1291 1986 
Kesner. Brian Architecture SAED 1185 1316 1987 
Meng, Shien-Yi EL/EE SOE 2625 2781 1986 
Wolf, Robert Mathematics SOSAM 2264 2206 1987 
Zetzsche, james Ag Engr SAGR 2383 2626 1986 
From: 	 George Beardsley, Chair 

Fairness Board Committee 

Subject: Proposed Policies on (1) Retention of Evaluation Instruments and Student 
Access to Same and (2) Cheating and Plagiarism 
As a .result of our last meeting. the following tentative proposals have been written. 
Please put any comments which you have in writing; address them to me and copy 
other Fairness Board members if you wish. Indicate the strength of your convictions 
with regard to any changes in substance. in language or in format. 
By copy to William Fo.rgeng, Student Affairs Committee Chair: this is where we a.re. 
Please advise as to the status of you.r efforts. Thanks. 
POLICY ON RETENTION OF EXAMS AND OTHER EVALUATION 

INSTRUMENTS. AND STUDENT ACCESS TO SAME 

RETENTION 
Exams. papers, projects, o.r other tangible items used in the evaluation of students need 
not be .retained by the instructor beyond the end of the term of evaluation if there was 
an announced opportunity for students to retrieve same during the term. For final 
exams or other evaluation instruments where no announced opportunity for student 
retrieval existed before the end of the term. instructors should retain same for one full 
additional quarter. While special situations may arise requiring deviation from this 
goal. instructors will be responsible to defend any deviation in the event of a 
subsequent review of a student's evaluatiOJl 
7 
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ACCESS 
Upon request. instructors should offer students access to all exams, papers. projects. or 
other items used in evaluation which have been retained by the instructor. (See policy 
on retention.) At the discretion of the instructor, access may be restricted. such as 
permitting access only in the instructor's presence during office hours. In the event 
of a student grade grievance. the Fairness Board shall be given access to available 
evaluation instruments. 
DEFINITIONS AND POLICY ON CHEATING 

AND PLAGIARISM 

Cheating is defined as obtaining or attempting to obtain, or aiding another to obtain 
credit for work, or any improvement in evaluation of performance. by any dishonest 
or deceptive means. Cheating may include: Lying; copying, either in part or in whole. 
from another's test or examination; discussion of answers or ideas relating to the 
answers on an examination or test unless such discussion is specifically authorized by 
the instructor; giving or receiving copies of an exam without the permission of the 
instructor; using or displaying notes. "cheat sheets," or other information or devices 
inappropriate to the prescribed test conditions; allowing someone other than the 
officially enrolled student to .represent same. 
Plagiarism is defined as the act of using the ideas or work of another person or 
persons as if they were one's own, without giving credit to the source. Such an act is 
not plagiarism if it is ascertained that the ideas were arrived at through independent 
reasoning o.r logic or where the thought or idea is common knowledge. 
Acknowledgment of an original author or source must be made through appropriate 
references; i.e., quotation marks. footnotes, or commentary. Examples of plagiarism 
include. but are not limited to. the following: the submission of a work, either in part 
o.r in whole. completed by another; failure to give credit for ideas. statements. facts or 
conclusions which rightfully belong to another; in written work. failure to use 
quotation marks when quoting directly from another. whether it be a paragraph, a 
sentence. o.r even a part thereof; close and lengthy paraphrasing of another's writing 
or programming. 
Policy: Cheating requires an F course grade and further attendance in the course is 
prohibited. The instructor is obligated to place evidence of the cheating in writing 
before the Dean of Students with copies to the department head of the course involved. 
the department head of the student's major. and the student. physical evidence, 
circumstantial evidence, and testimony of observation may be included. Plagiarism 
may be considered a form of cheating and subject to the same course of action. 
However, as there may be a fine line between plagiarism and editorship with poor 
attention to format. some instructor discretion is appropriate. In the event of 
plagiarism, an instructor may choose to counsel the student and offer a remedy which 
is less severe than that required for cheating, providing that there was no obvious 
intent to deceive. However, an instructor may not penalize a student for plagiarism or 
cheating in any way without advising the student that a penalty has been imposed. 
In the event that the Dean of Students identifies a student to be guilty of more than one 
cheating offense, this shall be considered sufficient cause for the initiation of 
disciplinary action. 
-20-	 673.2- 674.3
., 
• 	 studP.rots of lecJal age, whi lc attcndinq an off-ca.pus university-approved aclivi t.y in the 
vicinity of ,, public bar, may not have their ri9hts denied except by rl"pr<":sent.lt i vcs of 
the license~ or by civil l~w enforcement authorities for cause. ( 
673.3 	 Faculty advisers of student orqanizations ·are responsible for seeing that all sub­
sections nf this section (CAM 673) arc understood by the officers and qeneral membcrsh~p. 
They arc also expected to identify themselves and to cooperate with representatives of 
the licensee and the civil law enforcement authorities whenever a proble1~ involving 
9tudnnt behavior and/or ~afety arises. 
,,., "j. 4 F'd<.:ulty advisers are enJoined to be continuously s~nsii. IVC' to the public conduct of 
students 	involved in student activities in the interest of the university's reJ~tions 
with all 	pui.Jlics--individuals, businessmen, institutions, and aqcncies. 
674 	 Chentinq 
674.1 	 first offense for cheatiny is an •F• course grade, and further attendance in thdt class 
is ~rohibited. A re~ort in writing including evidence must be made by the instructor 
to the department head. The department hcad· 'will notify the Dean of Students of the 
action taken. 
674.2 	 Second reported offense is considered sufficient cause for the initiation of disciplinary 
action in accordance with the current Student Disciplinary Procedures of The Californi~ 
State University and Collcqcs. 
674.3 	 A student wishing to challenge the course instructor'r. decision that a cheating offense 
has been committed may appeal to the head of the department in which the course is 
offered, the dean of the school, and ultimately to the Fairness Board for a hearing in 
accordance with procedural due proccs~~. This is a committee of the Academic Senate; 
,,.,. Appendix XI for details of procedu1:es. 
( 
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0FFICE OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
C")V l~n'- PJ!J'AC.~ AS-244-85/PEP 
- ~=-'"--" 
POLICY ON CHEATING AND PLAGIARISN 11/7/85 
It is the policy of the faculty and administration to deal 
effectively with the student ~ho practices cheating or 
plagiarism. These acts are fundamentally destructive of the 
process of education a·r.d the co·r.fideYrt eva,luatioYr of a stude·rrt' s 
mastery over a subJect. A University maintains respect and 
functions successfully within the larger community when its 
reputati_o·n is built OYr honesty. By the sarne tc•keYr 1 each studeYrt 
benefits in helping to Maintain the integrity of the University. 
...•. . if'' 
. . . ,,..~h,is P?-~icy,.&~~rac:g...-ovi(IF~ -f.ea....,•' tyG'f•f•~~-~ r"1'aiUa 
..... ·' ll"'rcludlrrg those w"hicli'""'rnay lead tc• the assigrrrneYrt c•f a failing 
grade for a course and for administrative actions which may lead to 
d~~missal from the University. This document is written with the intent 
to support the traditional values that students are on their honor to 
perform their academic duties in an ethical manner. 
1.1 	 The following definitions of cheating and plagiarisrn shal~ 
apply to all work submitted by a ~tudent. Any chAnge or 
refinernent in the following definitions or applications of­
the definitions, necessitated by the nature of the work 
_involved, shall be rnade by the faculty rnernber or · departrnents 
des i ri ·rrg the chaYrge. AYry chaYrge sha 11 be aYrYrOUYrced 1 i 'rr 
writing, iYr the relevaTrt classes befc•re the work is assig ·rred 
and a copy of -the changes will be filed ~n the department 
office and in the Office of Judicial Affairs. 
2. 1 Plagiarism is defined as the act of using the ideas or work of 
another person or persons as if they were one's own, 
without giving credit to the source. Such an act is not 
plagiarism if it is a~c~rtained that the ideas were arrived 
at through independent reasoning or logic or where the 
thought or idea is cornmon knowledge. 
Acknowledgment of an original author or source rnust be rnade 
through appropriate references, i.e. 1 quotation marks, foot­
notes, or commentary. Exarnples of plagiarisrn include, but 
are not limited to, the,following: the submission of a 
wc•r~., either i'rr part or iYr whc•le, cornpleted by aYrother; 
failure to give credit for ideas, statements, facts or 
conclusions which rightfully b~lo~g to another; in written 
work, failure· to use quotation marks when ~uoting directly 
frorn aYtother, whether it be a paragraph, a seYrtence, or eve·n 
a part thereof; close aYrd lengthy paraphrasiYrg of aYrother' s 
writing or programming. A student who is in doubt about the 
extent of acceptable paraphrasing should consult the 
iYrstructor. 
/0i 
I 
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Students are cautioned that, in conducting their research, 
they should prepare their notes by Ca> either quoting 
~aterial exactly (using quotation ~arks) at the ti~e they 
take notes fro~ a source; or (b) departing £2~Ql~!~l~ from 
the la·rrg•.tage used irr the -sc••Jrce, pr.tttirrg the material irrtr.:• 
their owrr wc•rds. In this way, wheYr the rnaterial is used irt 
the paper or proJect, the .student can avoid plagiarism 
resulting from verbatim use of notes. Both quoted and 
paraphrased materials rnust be given proper citations. 
3. 	1 Cheating is defined as the act of obtaining or attempting to 
obtain or aiding another to obtain academic credit for work 
by the use of any dishonest, deceptive or fraudulent means. 
Examples of cheating during an examination would include, 
but not be limited to the following: copying, either in part 
or in whole, from another's test or eMamination; discussion 
of answers or ideas relating to"the answers on an examina­
tion or test unless such discussion is specifically 
authorized by the instruct6r; giving or-receiving copies of 
an exam without the permission of the instructor; using or 
·displayirrg rrc•tes, "cheat sheets," c•r c•ther irrfc•r·1natic•rr c··r 
devices inappropriate to thE prescribed test conditions, as 
when the test of competence includes a test of unassisted 
recall of information, skill, or procedu~e; allowing someone 
other than the officially enrolled student to represent the 
sa~e. Also included are plagiarism as defined and altering 
c•r irrte·rferirrg with the gradi ·ng pr·ocedures. 
It is often appropriate for students to study together or to 
work 	 in teams on proJects. However, such students should be 
careful to avoid the use of unauthorized assistance, and to 
avoid any implication'~f cheating, by such means as sitting 
apart fro~ one another in examinations, presenting the work 
in a 	 manner wnich clearly indicates the effort of earh 
i ·rrdivid•.tal, or such othe·r 1nethod as is apprc•pr·iate to tt-re 
particular course. 
E8~~~IY BsEeQ~§!~!~!I!g~ !~ 8~~s§8IlQ~§ QE ~~g8Il~§ QB 
e~e§I8.B!§~ 
4. 	1 Before a faculty member charges a student with cheating or 
plagiarism, the faculty member should have reasonable 
evidenc~ with respect thereto. Reasonable evidence includes 
dr.:•cumerrtary or other physical eviderrce, · persorral observa­
tion, or testimony. Prior cheating or plagiarism is not 
reasonable evidence. 
In order to establish facts of the student's knowledge or 
skill, the faculty member may ask the student to provide 
such 	additional demonstration of co~petency as the faculty 
~ II 
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member deems necessary to evaluate scholarship and acadernic 
perfoy·rnar.ce. The facu 1 t y rnernbeY· rnust advise the student 
that 	a dec1sion to provide ar. ooportunity for such ar, 
additional dernUf<stratlon c•f cc•rnpetency is er.tiY·ely at the 
faculty member's option and that the student may comply with 
the request c•f tt"<e faculty rnernber c.t ,the sttJde·f,t' s optior•. 
Neither compliance nor no~-compliance shall be considered an 
adrnission of cheatiY<g eo-r plagiarisrn. 
4.2 	 lY• cases where a st udey,t is·~ suspected c/~eat i r•g or 

plagiarism, the faculty member should arrange for an 

informal office conference with the student as soon as 

possible. The purpose of the informal conference is to 

bring the persons involved together to discuss the issues 

iroforrnally aY1d to discuss cou·rses of actic•ro. At the 

conference the student shall be notified by the faculty 

mernber c•f the charge aY1d suppc··rt i Y<g ev i deYtce. · For a.,-, 

incident which occurs during or·as a part of a final 

examination consult Section 4.5. 

4. 3 Irt cases where there is rno:-Y·e tha·ro one individ•.lal suspected 

of cheating or ·plagiarism, the faculty member mc.y decioe to 

call the students to confer Jointly as a grouo, or as 

individuals, or both. If the fc.culty member should decide 

to confer with the students c.s a group, the students shc.ll 

have the opt ic•Y• to alsc• cc.•nfer with the iYtstr•.lctc.··r 

separc.tely as individuals. 

•+. 4 	 The faculty rnernbe·r shall iY1for·rn the stude-r.t (s) thc.t both 
students and faculty have the right to submit a request 
to the Academic Integrity Committee (discussed below) for a 
written opinion on whe~her the accusation is supported by 
the evide-r.ce. All Ytot "es aY•d discussic•·f•S betwee·n the stuoe.,-,t 
and the faculty rnembe·r are cc.•Y<fide·f•tial, except as rnay be 
·r·eleva·rot to the Academic I·r,tegrity Cormnittee or iY< 
suosequent campus disciplinary proceedings. Neither tne 
faculty rnernbe·r ·f•c··r the stt..lde·f•t shc<~.1ld discuss c. specific 
charge of cheating or plagia·risrn or aYtY violatic•ns with 
reference to individuals in the classroom before other 
rnernoe·r·s of the class. 
4·. 5 	 Whe·ro the st Llde·nt canr•ot be cc.•·rot acted and t herefure the 
i Y•fc•rrna 1 coY<fereYtce ca-r•Y•c•t be he 1d 1 as is sc.•rnet i rnes the 
case after final exarniY•atic•Y"•s, a grade r:•f "I" (Iy,ceornplete) 
may be assigned, but only if the instru~tor wishes an 
additional test of competence (see 4.1 1 above). The 
instructor shall have the agreernent form for assigning an 
"lYtC<:•rnplete" sent to the last k.r.eown address of the studey,t. 
The agreement form shall state the following: 
Under the provisions of the C.S.U.L.B. Policy Statement 
on Cheating and Plagiarism, an additional test of com­
t1.... 
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petency related to the <syllabus name of suspect demon­
st·ratioY•, e. g., Fiy,al ExarniY•ation> is requested. 
<Explain what addit1onal test of competency.> You may 
decliY•e to do so. Please co..-.tact the i·r.structc•r, the 
departme·flt office, or the Office of J•.1dicial Affairs 
for information regarding the University policy on 
Cheating and Plagiar~sm. 
The il'1Str•.1ctor 	mu~<ot iY1dicate COY• the agreerner•t forrn the 
grade which will be assigned, normally 120 calendar days 
following mailing of the Incomplete Agreement, if the student 
does 	not respond cor, responding, the student does not agree 
to an additiconal test of competence. 
4.6 	 Charges of cheating or plagiarism cannot be brought against 
a student more than 120 calendar days after disccovery that 
the work in questicon rnay have been plagiarized or that 
cheating may have taken place. 
4.7 	 Notes and evidence shall be kept by the department chair or 
program director for a minimum of five years after the case 
is settled. 
5. 	1 The Chair of the Academic Senate and the ·vice President 
for Academic Affairs shall JOintly appoint an Academic 
Integrity Ccomrnittee fc•r the University. This Cr.:•rntnittee 
shall consist of one member from the student body, chosen 
by the Associated Student Government for a one year term of 
office; three members of the full-time, tenured or tenure-track 
faculty, each with a term of office of two years, terms of office 
expiring in alternate years; one one member of the Office of 
Academic Affairs, who shall be Chair, voting only in case of ties. 
5.2 	 The primary char~e of the Committee is to receive the 
requests of students accused of cheating or plagiarism or 
the requests of faculty accusing specified student(s) of 
cheating or plagiarism. Following its review of the 
evide·r.ce, the Cc•rMnittee shall report its r.:•piY•io'f'• to the 
studentCs) and to the faculty rnernber involved on wnether the 
accusation is supported by the evidence. This op1nion may 
not be appealed. However, when new evidence appears to so 
warrant, a faculty member or student may ask, in writing, 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.or the Chair of the 
Academic Senate to request the Committee to reconsider a 
case. 
) 	 The Academic Integrity Committee shall make readily 
available the rules and procedures governing its operations. 
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5.3 	 In all cases, a Report of the Committee is ~~Yi§Q~Y to the 
student, with whom rests the presumption of innocence, and 
the faculty member, to whom the decision on the evidence and 
academic action is reserved. 
5.4 	 A faculty member or student who requests a review of the 
evidence in a case of alleged cheating or plagiarism must 
rnake Sltch a request to the Acadernic Ir,tegrity Cr:•mrnittee iY• 
writing no later than 14 calenddr days following the date of 
. . 	 first Y•<.:•tification of the studeY1t bY- the faclllty rnernber of 
.._.,.....<·-~-~~~-~l· leg-..t...-o•.· --~tccoep~ "\.11"ld~~11t1: el"ruat·i·y~· ~e~t'tiilr~~!f,'"""t'he 
student and faculty rnember will have no more than 14 
additio·nal caleY1dar days to provide evideY1ce to the 
Cornrn itt ee. 
5.6 	 To preserve the rights of privacy, the Committee meetings 
shall be closed. The Committee rnay request additional 
i-r.forrnatiun as rnay be appropriate teo the developrner.t of its 
Repc•rt. The Cornrni ttee is to provide a f i 'f•a 1 Report with i Y• 
21 calendar days of the submission of a request to it. 
Should additional time be required, the reasons should be 
cornrn•..lr•icc.ted tc• the Yice President fc•r Acadernic Affairs ar1d 
the Chair r..•f the Acadernic Ser1e<te as well as the studeY•t {s} 
and faculty members involved. 
5.7 	 The Committee is to report on its actions annually to the 
Yice President for Academic Affairs and the Chair of the 
Acaderni c Ser.at e. 
6.1 	 One or more of the following acadernic actions are available 
to the faculty member who finds a student has been cheating 
or plagiarizing. These.options rnay be taken by the faculty 
member to the extent that the faculty member considers the 
cheating or plagiarism to manifest the student's lack of 
scholarship or to reflect on the student's lack of academic 
perfor-·rnar.ce in the cc•urse. These act i oY•S rnay be t aker• 
without a request for or before the receipt of a Report from 
the Academic Integrity Committee. 
(a) 	 Review -- no action. 
Cbl 	 An oral reprirnand with emphasis on counseling toward 
prevention of further occurrences 
(c) 	 A requirement that the work be repeated 
(d) 	 Assignment of a score of zero (0) fbr the specific 
demonstration of competence, resulting in the 
proportional reduction of final course grade 
(e) 	 Assignment of a failing.final grade 
(f) 	 Referral to the Office of Judicial Affairs for 
possible probation, suspension, or expulsion. 
'"-' 
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Memorandum JAN t:l 1:18b 
' 
ro 	 Lloyd Lamouria, Chair January 23, 1986 

Academic Senate 

' 	 Warren Baker 
Russ Brown 
From 	 Tomlinson Fort, Jr. 

Provost 

Subject: 	 A 1 ph a Chi 
Please review the appended letter and brochure and give me a recommendation on 
the establishment of a chapter of Alpha Chi at Cal Poly. Real faculty interest 
in such an organization is necessary for its success. 
Attachments 
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NATIONAL COLLEGE HONOR SCHOLARSHIP SOCIETY 
., 
J\lpha '4hi 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR r7"~•moouDR. JOSEPH E. PRYOR 
HIIRDINQ UNIVERSITY • BOX 773 
SEIIRCY. IIRKIINSIIS 721•3 
OFFICE PHONE ~11268·6161 
HOME PHONE !ill 1/268·3 121 (n (I' ""''"''"""'""'"o•1~t"" ' COCC<G< """OOUOCOE""
' January 12, 1986 
Dr. Warren J. Baker 
President 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN IDIS OBISPO 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 
Dear President Baker: 
I am writing to invite your institution to consider affiliation with Alpha Chi, a national 

college honor scholarship society for juniors and seniors with 248 chapters at colleges and 

universities in 44 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. 

Organized in 1922, Alpha Chi is one of three major national college honor scholarship 

societies admitting to membership superior junior and senior students irrespective of their 

fields of study. In other words, it is classified as a general scholarship society by the 

Association of College Honor Societies with which Alpha Chi has been affiliated since 19.$5. 

Alpha Chi's objectives are the promotion and recognition of scholarship and exemplary 

character. 

Alpha Chi in recent years has enjoyed si(l(nificant growth. An immediate aim is to expand 

its membership into every state of the Union. Hopefully, this goal will be achieved within 

this decade. A long-range goal is to expand into Canada and countries to the south. 

Alpha Chi's desire to extend its influence, however, is not for the sake of growth EM: !!• 
It is based upon the conviction that Alpha Chi has a worthwhile service to render. ey 
colleges and universities, it is true, have sought to motivate their students to achieve 
superior scholarship by organizing local honor societies that have indeed rendered great 
service. However, in our opinion, much greater effectiveness can be achieved through tbe 
affiliation of a local honor society with a national society. A national society such as 
Alpha Chi annually brings together at national and regional meetings honor students from 
campuses throughout the nation, In fact, Alpha Chi is unique among the three general 
college honor scholarship societies in that its regional and national meetings are student 
oriented. The stimulating programs and associations at these meetings add an invaluable 
d.iJDenaion to student experience not poesible to attain at the local level. 
~ regional~ accredited senior college or university is eligible to apply for a chapter 
of Alpha Chi. The institutional membership fee of $50 is payable only once, and the li.!e­
time student membership fee of $15 likewise is payable only once, 
You will find enclosed additional information about Alpha Chi. If you have any questions, 
however, please feel free to contact me. I shall be glad to send you a packet of infor­
mational materials if you are interested in Alpha Obi. You may wish to pass this letter 
and enclosures to the appropriate vice president or dean ot your institution. 
Respectfully yours, ) ~~ 
Joseph E. Pryor 1 Executive Director 
National Countil of Alpha Chi 
Enclosures: 2 Dedicated to Making Scholarship Effective for Good 
~lvhn,~hi 

IITIIOOUCINii AI1HA CHI 
Alpha Chi is 1 coeducational society whose purpose is to pro­
note academic excellence and exemplary character amone 
olle&e and unitersity students and to honor those who achiewe 
uch distinction. Its name deriwes from the initial letters of the 
ireek words ALETHEIA, meanin& TRUTH, and XARAKTER, 
neanin& CHARACTER. As a&eneral honor society, Alpha Chi ad­
nits to membership students from all academic disciplines. 
Membership in Alpha Chi rec01nizes previous ac­
:ornplishments and prowides opportunity for continued erowth 
md senic:e. It seeks abowe all else to serwe the needs or the 
:tudents who comprise its membetship_ As a phrase from its 
:onstitution suuests. Alpha Chi seeks to lind ways to assist 
·hem in "makine scholarship effective for &ood." 
OCAL OllliANIZATION 
Student participation in Alpha Chi activities may take place 
•I the local, re&ional, and national Jewels_ Local chapters, ol 
rhich there are now ower 240, operate under 1 charter issued 
,., the national orpnization_ Any accredited four-rear colleae 
.. unilersity erantinetradilional baccalaureate deuees is elie~ 
>le lor a local chapter as lone as it remains in eood standin& 
•ilh its reeional accreditin& association. Local chapters may 
>e found in a wide diftrsity ol schools, rancine in size and 
..ientation from lar&e state universities to small priqte col­
e&es and in 1!0111Phy !rom Maine to Hawaii and from Florida 
o Ore&on. 
At least once 1 ,ear, the local chapter inducts into actiwe 
nembership those junior and senior students of &ood 
haracter who rank in the upper tenth ol their classes, 
ollhou&h many schools may set ewen hither standards for 
•licibility. Membership is ordinarily held lor lilt, and the ori&­
nal induction lee is the only national• fee ewer required. 
Mernbets ol the local chapters annually elect their student 
lfficers and two !acuity adwiscn Athird faculty member is ap. 
JOinted bJ the president olthe institution to athree-,ear term 
IS olficial sponsor. Membets participate in a nriety ol local 
lfOIIllms desiped to enhance the intellectual life ollhe cam­
>us and to uphold the ethical s!Jndards ol the academic com­
llunity. The de&ree ol activity and the types ol p10111ms are 
lesilfted by the local chapters to fit the particular needs and 
nlerests ol the institution. . 
Special provisions allow for the election of distin&uished per­
;ons to honorary membership. Such candidates are nominated 
'1f local or reeional eroups and elected by the National Coun­
:il. Provision is also made for orpnization of alumni chapters, 
tEiiiOIIM. OltliAIIIZATION 
Local l!lapters are affiliated with one ol sewen Alpha Chi 
·eci011.\-T4le reeional contentions co111ene every ,ear to con­
jutl their_ business. Each chapter selects one sponsor and one 
;tudenl delepte to the reeional contentions where each has 
full riehts to voice and vote. In ewen-numbered ,ears, the 
reeional contentions plher ala site within the bounds olthe 
reeion to share student presentations and to conduct their 
business_ The officers of the reeions are chosen at these times. 
In odd-numbered ,ears, the reeions plher at the site ~ the ... 
lional contention to conduct appropriate interim business. 
The reeional officers form the Reaional uecutite Commit­
tee. From the ranks of the sponsors are chosen 1 president and 
1 vice-president Each serwes 1 Jwo.,ear term and is not eli&~ 
ble for immediate reelection. Another sponsor is elected to a 
lour-rear term as Regional Secretary-Treasurer and is elicible 
for no more than two additional successiwe terms_ The 
Secretary-Treasurer is a member ollhe National Council. Aslit­
dent is chosen to serwe a Jwo.,ear term as the reeion's Student 
Member of the National Council and also is a member of the 
Re&ional Execulite Committee. 
The reeions of Alpha Chi are arraneed &e0111Phically as 
follows: Reeion I - Western Texas, and nei&hborin& areas; 
Reeion II - Eastern Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana and most of 
Oklahoma; Reeion Ill - the Southeastern United Stales; Reeion 
IV - the Northern Plains states; Re&ion Y - the Eastern Mid­
west; Re&ion VI - the Northeast and Recion VII - the Far West 
NATIONAL OIIGANIZATION 
At the national level, the ultimate decision-makin& body ol 
Alpha Chi is the National Contention. The National Contention 
meets in the sprin& ol odd-numbered years in a centrally 
located major city. Recent host cities hate included San An­
tonio, New Orleans, Atlanta, SL Louis, Nashville and Memphis. · 
The National Co111ention resembles the Recional Conventions 
in that the focus of the C0111enlion is on the presen!Jtion of 
scholarly papers and performances by student memberS- Also 
featured is a speaker ol national repu!Jlion. The National Cofl. 
tenlion conducts the business of the society, includiiiJ the 
election ol faculty members olthe National Council. Banquets, 
bus tours and other activities complete the excitement of the 
contention. 
The National Council is the plannin& and executive arm of 
Alpha Chi as a society. Its membership nries, but includes 1 
constitutional minimum of eicht faculty elected bJ the N• 
tional Contention, sewen other faculty who are Recional 
Secretary-Treasurers and sewen students, one representiiiJ 
each of the recions ol Alpha Chi. From the ranks of its !acuity 
members, the National Council elects the national olficers. 
The President the Vice President and the Secretary each serwe 
1 four-year term. 
The National Council also names the Eleculive Director, the 
Editor ol Publications and the Archivist and supervises their 
activities on behalf of the society. The duties ol the National 
Council include initiatinc amendments to the constitution, 
electing honorary members. interpretine the constitution, 
establishinc new chapters, awardin& national scholarships and 
fellowships, and providinc pr0111m leadership for the society. 
II meets at least annually. 
The National Executive Committee performs routine ad­
ministrative duties and initiates plans for the conside11tion ol 
the National Council. II consists of the three national officers. 
with the uecutiwe Director and Editor servine u..tfitio. 
Ollllilll OF AliHA CHI 
Alpha Chi celeb11!es as its birthday an auspicious dale, 
February 22, 1922. On that day, represenlatiwes from lite 
Texas institutions ol hieher learninc met on the campus of 
Southwestern Unitersity in Geor&etown, Texas, for the purpose 
ol oreanizinca scholarsh_ip society that would encompass all 
of the "Class A" colleces and unitersilies in the state. The 
local chapters olthe new oreanization, which was to be called 
"The Scholarship Societies ol Texas." were to be modeled 
after the honor society be&un by President Charles M. Bishop 
at Southwestern in 1915. 
Representatiwes from thirteen schools approved a conslillt­
tion for the new orpnization a year later ala meetine at the 
Uniwersity of Texas in Austin. Six others mailed affirmalite 
votes to the conference. The two principal founden of the 
slate orpnization, Prof. John C. G11nbery of Southwestern and 
Dean HallY Y. Benedict olthe Uniftrsity ol Texas, were chosen 
as President and Secretary-Treasurer, respectitely. In annual 
elections, Granbery was succeeded by seweral of the other 
loundin& sponsors, but Benedict continued to hold the Secre­
tary-Treasurer's job. 
Interest in the Scholarship Societies of Texas spread to other 
s!JieS- At the 1926 meeting, applications were accepted from 
colle&es in Arkansas and Louisiana, and the 1927 meetine at 
Fort Worth chan&ed the name of the society to "The Scholar­
ship Societies ol the South." Dean Allred H. Nolle of 
Southwest Texas Stale Colle&e was chosen as President ol the 
newly-expanded crouP and in 1928, he succeeded Benedict as 
Secretary-Treasurer. He held the post continuously lhroueh 
1969, renderin& distineuished leadership to the society under 
its nrious names for nearly lite decades. 
Dml.OPIIEIIT OF AliHA CHI 
By 1934, the Scholarship Societies of the South included 31 
chapters in Arbnsas, Louisiana and Texas, but they had eyes 
on expansion. AI the annual meeting, held in Denton, Texas, 
the Scholarship Societies ol the South voted to become a ... 
lional orpniution under the name "Alpha Chi." Anew con­
stitution was adopted to facilitate that erowth. Howewer, with 
the exception of a school in Oklahoma, no real expansion was 
aperienced until 1950 when Haslines Collece of Nebraska and 
Sprin&field International Colle&e of MISSIChusetts joined 
Alpha Chi. 
In 1955, now with 36 active chapters, Alpha Chi created two 
reeions to carry out its activities. It was not until 19S8 that 
other stales were added when South Carolina's Lander Colle&e 
and Utah's Westminster Colle&e joined the society. In the 
1960's, however, the orpnization expanded 11pidly, especially 
in the South and Midwest By 1971, Alpha Chi had installed 
chapter number 120 and restructured itself under a new con­
stitution. Since that lime, Alpha Chi has more than doubled. 
Durin.& the 1970's, lite new reeions were created. Recion Ill, 
coverinc the southeastern United Stales, is now the lartesland 
Region Yl, represenlinethe northeastern U.S., is currently the 
fastest-crowin1. Substantial expansion has also taken place in 
the Midwest and a number ol chapters have been accepted in 
the West More than 130,000 actite members are an its rolls. 
HallY Benedict, by then president Mthe University ol Teus, 
became the first president ol the newly-renamed society in 
1934, servin1 until his death in 1937. Professor Paul J. 
Schwab of Trinity Uniftrsity serted as president froo. 1949 u~ 
til his death in 1966. Or. Edwin W. Gaston, Oean of Stephen F. 
Austin State Unitersity, himsella member of Alpha Chi while a 
studo.nl, became the president in 1967. II was under his 
leadership, coupled with that olthe Vice President, Or. Jesse 
G. Carnes of Trinity Unilersity, and the Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. 
Joseph E. Pryor, Dean of Hardin& Uniwersity, that the major 
erowth ol Alpha Chi lid place. Dean Pryor replaced Dean 
Nolle as Secre!Jry-Treasurer in 1970, fillinelhat position until 
1983 when a constitutional chanae created the office ~ Ea­
ecutive Director. Dr. Pryor was promptly chosen as the first i~ 
cumbenl in that offici. Dr. James Divelbiss or Weslmar Coltece 
is the immediate past president of Alpha Chi. 
SYIIIOt.$ 
In 1935, Alpha Chi adopted its oflicial shield and key, colors 
and son1. The shield and key bear a lamp ollearnin&and the 
initials Mo. in raised letters. The colors are emerald creeR and 
sapphire blue, si&nifyina victory and truth. The motto ~ the 
orpnization is !Jken from the Gospel ol John: "Ye shall k­
lhe truth, and the truth shall make rou free." (John 8:321UV). 
lyrics lor the official sont "Hail to Alpha Chi," were wrillln 
by a Southwest Teus Slate Unilersity student. J. M. Brandstet­
ter, in 1935. Since Alpha Chi is nota secret orpnization. lhert 
are no hiddea symbols and p101r1ms ara open to the public_ 
Alpha Chi produces two publications on 1 recular basis.. One, 
the 1_.,, con!Jins the official proceedinp of the society 
1nd student artkles, poems and other productions_ ll apjlllrs 
annually. The ......_ is published semi-annually and is 
used Ill circulate items of local. reeional and 11111ional 11twt 
related to the orpnizalion. It often contains leal\lre •rticles 
and occasional columns of opinion. Both publications 111 
deweloped and printed bJ the Editor selected by the National 
Council and are distributed without cost to the local chapters. 
Since 1955, Alpha Chi has been affiliated with the Associl­
lion ol College Honor Societies. Alpha Chi is the second oldest 
and second laraest pneral honor society in ACHS. 
BENEFilS OF MEIIBEISIIIP 
The student who joins Alpha Chi can expect sete11l benefits 
of membership. Each inductee receives a "shinale," or 
membership certificate_ Each new member also receiwes a 
membership card and an authorization to purchase official 
jewelry. Students are eli&ible to participate in the nryinc ac­
tivities of the society, includint but not limited to, compel~ 
lion for Alpha Chi scholarships and the opportunity to present 
scholarly productions at re&ional and/or national meetinp. 
Alpha Chi members who apply for federal positions are 
employed ala hicher salary b11CIIelthan most others, Most im­
portantly, they receive rtc~~~nition as distineuished scholars 
and membets ol a society that is 11pidly crowin& in numbers 
and pres!i&e. 
· State_,.of California California Polytechnic State University
-2 9- San luis ObKpo, CA 93407 
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Memorandum 
To 
From 
Subject: 
Plus(+), Minus(-) Ad Hoc Group Date Feb. 27, 1986 
File No.: 
Copies.: R. Swanson 
Tom Zuur, Manager, SDSO 
Plus-Minus Grading 
Background 

Lloyd asked for some additional information re: grading beyond my memo~ _ 

to Roger of Jan. 27, 1986. 

Findings 

Grade Change Policy - because Cal Poly does not have a written policy we 

receive an inordinate number of changes. Some representative written 

policies follow: 

U.C. Berkeley - "An instructor may request a change of grade when a computa­
tional or procedural error occurred in the original assignment of a grade, 
but a grade may not be changed as a result of re-evaluation of a student's 
work. No final grade except "I" may be revised as a result of re-examination 
or submission of additional work after the close of the term." 
U.C. Irvine - "It should be noted that final grades as reported by professors 
at UCI are normally permanent and final. A professor may not change a 
final grade except to correct a clerical or procedural error. " 
U.C. San Diego - "Faculty have the right and responsibility to provide care­
ful evaluation and timely assignment of appropriate grades. There is a 
presumption that grades assigned are correct. It is the responsibility of 
anyone appealing an assigned grade to demonstrate otherwise." 
Fullerton- "All grades except Incomplete are final when filed by the 
instructor in the end-of-term course grade report." 
Cal Poly Transactions - A rough "guestimate" of the % of our 7-8,000 manual 
transactions per quarter is: 
Grade to Grade Changes 35% 

(including Add/Drop Enrollment problems 

of 10%) 

Repeats 25% 

Transfer Credit 20% 

SP to Grade 10% 

Special Circumstances (l's/W) 10% 
 ) 
18 
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Page 2 
Position/Reconvnendation 	 --­
1. 	 Continue to clean-up the student ihiated ~process and, 
2. 	 Because of the grad ing timeframe at a quarter campus such as ours, 
T recommend a strong campus grade change policy that requires 
instructors to give valid grades by the quarter dealines and severely 
limi t s after-quar ter adjustments to specific.special circumstances. 
.. . 
I~ 
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GENERAL EDUCATION AND BREADlli PROPOSAL 
2. PROPOSffi Is DEPT. 
Art Department 
1. PROPOSffi 'S NAME 
3. SUftotiTTtl> FOR AREA (include section, and su~section if applicable) 
C.3. 
lij. COURSE PREFIX, NUMBffi, TITL.E, UNITS, DESCRIPTION, ETC. {use catalog format) 
Art 208 Sculpture (3) 
Exploration of three-dimensional form through problems 
in modeling, casting, carving and techniques of assembly. 
Miscellaneous course fee required. 
1 lecture, 2 laboratories. 
5. SUBCCl'1MITTEE REDM-1FNDATION AND REMARKS and 
6. GE & B COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION AND REMARKS: 
This course was referred back to committee for possible 
inclusion in Area C.3., after having been considered and 
rejected for Area C.2. The Area C Subcommittee reaffirmed 
its support for including Art 208 in Area C.3. Nevertheless, 
the GE&B Committee rejected this proposal by a vote of 4-5-0. 
The members opposing such inclusion felt that Area C would 
not be strengthened by the inclusion of skills, studio, or 
performance courses. 
1. · f.AP.uru-.I'T1~ 0t.mn t. RB:XlAMEtiDATION 
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GaJERAL EDUCATION AND BREAD1H PROPOSAL 
2. 	 PROPOSffi'S DEPT. 
Philosophy 
1. PROPOSffi 'S NAME 
Stan Dundon 
3. SU&HTTED FOR AREA (include section, and subsection if applicablel­
C.3. (and F.2. by Chair of GE&B) 
Ill. COURSE PREFIX, NUMBEli, TITLE, UNITS, DESCRIPTION, ETC. (use catalog format) 
HUM 302-Human Values in Agriculture (3). 3 lectures. 
Nature of values at issue in agriculture which impact on the wider 
coomunity. Technical-factual foundation of needs of agriculture which 
contribute to value conflicts, ethical principles and devices yielding 
resolutions. Interdisciplinary team taught, with guest lecturers and 
possible field trips. Literary and historical materials dramatically 
expressing values. 
5. SUBCa-1MITTEE R&:a1MENDATION AND REMARKS 
Area C Against 1-3-0 (Chair not voting) 
Area F Against 
16. GE & B Ca-iMITIEE R&:OMMENDATION AND REMARKS 
Area C.3. 	 Approves contingent upon course not being 
cross-listed with an AG prefix. 8-1-0 
Area F.2. 	 Against 1-8-0 
See attached remarks by Chair. 
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REMARKS 
Rarely is there as much divergence between the recommendation of an area 
subcommittee and that of the GE&B Committee as has occurred in the 
proposal to include HUM 302 in Area C.3. 
When originally proposed for C.3., the Chair of GE&B also referred the course 
to the Area F Subcommittee for possible inclusion in F.2. The Area F 
Subcommittee recommended against its inclusion in F.2. on the basis that its 
orientation was toward social and humanistic aspects of technology rather 
than to applications of technology to, practical problems in, and practical 
skills required by (in this case) agriculture. 
Likewise, the Area CSubcommittee recommended against its inclusion in C.3. 
primarily because the course content was not suitable for that area. In doing 
so, the Area C Subcommittee expressed concern that too often courses of an 
interdisciplinary nature that are proposed for GE&B, are routinely proposed 
for Area C. 
The General Education and Breadth Committee in its deliberations expressed 
the view that an interdisciplinary course dealing with such a timely topic as 
HUM 302 does, should be included in the General Education program at Cal 
Poly, and that being a course in applied ethics, it was indeed appropriate for 
Area C.3. 
While the Chair respects the views of both subcommittees and that of the 
GE&B Committee as well, he is troubled by the apparent disregard for HUM 
302 in relation to the General Education & Breadth Knowledge and Skills 
Statement 7.A., 7.B., 9.A., and 9.B. These items would seem to apply directly 
to HUM 302, and have been attached for your perusal. 
) 
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/. t.:.:..1. .FOLY GR..U>UAii3 ~ BY VIRTUE OF THEIR EDUCATIO!i AT A POLYTECEHC 
UlHv.:3.Sni,. S.:GULD UUDE:.;.STA!ID SO'J TECH!iOI.OGY lllFLIJE:lCES ~m IS UIFI.Ut::;c~D 
BY CU:."!1J:!....A.L llD 8-iY"TRO!P.U!rLU FAc;:oas, lli.E APPLICATIONS Of TECWOLOGY 'IO 
CO!i'I!:~v~! ~y !l.::03L ':"'\.IS • .!liD TdE POTE!:TI.AL OF TEClH:OLCGY TO BOTii POSITIVil.y 
A5D EGA.~!v-.:.I.Y Afi"E;C'r TI:DIVID~.U.S AllD SOCIETIES. 
\. 
Oatco~ n==ber 7 can be achieved by including the following: 
~- S~~~~~:s 3hould S~LD an avareoess of .taei= increasing depeud~nce on 
techcology, and hov it is guided, macaged. and controlled. 
D. 	 Studects sbould be able to evaluate and assess questions of val~e and 
choice underlying technologies aod hov, in the course of their 
develop~ent, these questions ~ave been addressed and answered. 
c. 	 Students should ga1u a basic level cf coop~ter skill ao~ liter~cy. 
. 1 
CAL FOLY GRADUATES, BECAUSE THEY WILL BE LIVING IN A TECElTOLOGICAL WORLD, 
SSOULD BE E.XPOSED TO COURSES TAUGHT WITHIN IRE TECliltOLOGICAL AREAS, SO TB.A.T 
T5.t.1 WILL RAVE A BASIS FOR DEVELOPING A BETTER. UlfDE.P.SIAliDTIIG OF HOW 
u:c-c.NOLOGY llfFLO?:!;CE.S AND IS INFLULlfCED BY PRESENT DAY CULllJU:S AliD OTBE3.. 
nrvno~r!AL FACTORS. 
Outco=e o~ber 9 is addressed by courses Yhich emphasize the folloving: 
A. 	 St~ents stoald develop an avareness of typical proble=s addressed by 
te~logy, such as methods of vorld food production, ~pplications of 
tb2 cu~?~~e=. or ~ce production, distribution, aod control of ece=gy. 
B. 	 St,·~a~=s s~o=lc hzve an opportunity to learn the difficulties i~ere~~ 
io solv~g ta~logical proble=s. The e~pha9is should be on the 
E??li~~ cf ~eoretical knvvledge to practical ~tt~rs such as: 
(1) 	Ih~ conseq~ences and implications of applied technology for 
eavi=o~~tal factors of clicate, vater quality, soil, aod pl&nt 
reso~ces. 
(2) 	P=obl~ st~ing froc the interactions of population groYth, 
te~~logy and resource consuoption, such as clicate change, the 
e.oe=gy crisis • Yorld hunger acd soil erosion. 
(3) 	Co=~ibutio=s at technology i~ e~anci~g the availability of food 
~ s~~lter, harnessing energy, and improving the quality of lii~. 
C. 	 S~~~s s~oold develop an awareness of 1ssues raised by the 

~:~=~=~~~ a: cultu=e and technology. 
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State of California California Polytechnic State Univ. 
San Luis Obispo~ CA 93407 
MEMORANDLt1 
Date :4./7./86 
To :Members of Academic Senate Fi 1e No. : 
Copies :Dean Ericson 
From :Stan D•Jndon 
Subject: HUM. 302, Human Values in Agriculture as an Area C course 
Members and a Chair of a subcommittee which had not 
perceived Hum. 302 as principally an applied ethics, or 
professional ethics course told me that had they seen some of the 
materials attached to this memo they would have voted 
differently. For this reason I supply them to you. But for those 
of you who have seen the great volume of technical material 
contained in our text, I must emphasize that applied ethics is 
not a critique of a profession, but an effort to use appropriate­
ly evaluated technical infc•rmation to make ethical deci-:.ions 
concerning the use of technology under the guidance of consensus 
ethical first principles. Mere consideration of relative volume 
of readings reveals little about the course in a professional 
ethics course since the volume of such consensus principles is 
smal 1 and the applications are many. Nevertheless in Hum. 302 
all technical topic-:. are cho-:.en a-:. tools to bring out the areas 
of serious ethical/human values conflicts in agriculture, to make 
those values explicit and to provide a basis for practice in the 
process of ethical decision making. A course with this goal is by 
nature interdisciplinary, appropriately taught by an interdiscip­
1 inary team, if resources permit. It is my assumption that the 
integrative purposes of general education provide an a priori 
favorable bias toward integrative courses. It is also my assum­
ption that if a course must be listed in a single category, then 
that category should be the one which includes the discipline 
which provides the integration, the method, the principles and 
purposes of the course. In Hum. 302, al 1 of these are derived 
from ethic·:.. 
I append the table of contents of our text< which costs 
about $22 Kinko/s), c•f t,,Jhich the first thr·ee chapter·s(part one) 
deal with ethics as a discipline capable containing technical and 
scientific information in its arguments, ethics as a method of 
applying its principles to difficult cases ( principle of double 
effect , c a 1 1 ed r i sl</ben ef i t an a 1 ys is in moder· n jargon) and 
debates about judicial and administrative use/abuse of the 
method. 
~LL SIUOE~IS aBE BESED~SlBL£ EDB eLL I~B££ C~~EIEBS D~ 
EI~lCS~ ~LL SIUOE~I ~Bk lS GBe0£0 D~ I~£ EI~lC~L ~EI~DDS LalO 
OUI l~ C~~EIEB I~D~ 
Six chapters (part two)contain agricultural technical 
materials to which the students apply the materials of the 
ethical portion of the text. SIUOE~IS aBE BEGUlB£0 ID C~OOS£ EDB 
~aSIEBY~ D~L~ D~£ C~~EIEB a~D~B I~ESE Sl~ EDB I~£ EDCUS DE I~ElB 
~DB~~ aLI~DUB~ I~ElB ~lOIEB~S ~lLL E~a~l~£ IHElB BEaOl~G DE 
1 
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SEUEB~L ~DD~I~O~L C~~EIEBS~ A Bibliograph~ of the 40-50 short 
scientific or technical articl~s which make up this part of the 
text is available in the Hum.302 package available in the Senate 
Office. 
Because this course was supported in its development for two 
years by an Academic Program Impr·ovement Grant, the Chancellor,.s 
office paid for three independent external evaluators. In the 
first ~ear one evaluator evaluated the overall impact of the 
Hum. 302 as an ethics course( Dr. Maril~n Sutton, now returned to 
English Dept. Cal State Dominguez Hil Is), one to evaluate the 
adequac~ of the agricultural materials CDr. Glenn Hawkes, Asso­
ciate dean in charge of curriculum, U.C. Davis, now chairman of 
the department of behavioral sciences, U.C. Davis.) In the second 
year, a single evaluator of both aspects of the course, Associate 
Dean Charles Asbell of Cal Pol~ Pomona. 
Evalu~tors Sutton and Asbel I both visited the campus twice, 
spent about four hours each interviewing large numbers of the 
students, attended classes and administered both formal student 
evaluations and open ended essa~ evaluations. 
Dr. Sutton,.s report is 20 pages long, but I supply her 
executive summar~. I suppl~ Dr. Asbell,.s summary which is of 
interest because his experience of the course supports an Area C 
classification. 
Other material available in our package in the Senate office 
contains Dr. Hawkes evaluaton, and the segment of Dr. Sutton,.s 
report dealing with the Defining Issues Test. Dr. Sutton had the 
foresight to require that we administer a 45 minute pre-post test 
to our students. The test is the Definining Issues Test <DIT) 
developed b~ a center for values education at the Universit~ of 
Minnesota. The excerpt I provide shows that our students, regard­
less of their wide!~ differing entry levels, all grew in their 
ability to recognize relevant factors to consider in making 
ethical decisions. But most importantly, for those who ma~ · fear 
that Hum. 302., while being an ethics course, is too "applied" or 
too narrow, the DIT deals with ethical decision making totall~ 
outside of agricultural issues. This means that what we teach the 
students in ethics is a general method which is fact 
generalizable with success by the students. 
Some confusion arose because of a recent request by the 
school of agriculture that Hum. 302 be cross listed as Ag. 302. 
The teachers of Hum. 302 feel that a true professional ethics 
must enhance the ability of the profession to serve the common 
good. Hence we have alwa~s wanted to discuss all issues in the 
presence of non-agricultural views energeticall~ defended b~ non­
agricultural students. Hence we favored the cross listing as a 
means of getting those non-agricultural students into the course. 
But this cross listing has become a matter of little or no 
importance since non-agricultural students notiJ maKe up 50/. of the 
class, which we consider adequate. The course can provide an 
excellent values-oriented introduction to a technical/scientific 
area and does achieve the citizenship goals of that introduction 
in an excellent manner. But apparently the larger number of 
electives enjo~ed b~ non-technical students makes it possible to 
take Hum. 302 without receiving G.E. technical credit, which the 
School of Agriculture has not sought at this time in an~ case. 
2 
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HUMAN VALUES IN AGRICULTURE 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
INTRODUCTI ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i i i 
PART ONE: 	 THE APPLICATION OF ETHICS TO TECHNOLOGY •••••••••••• 1 
1. 	 MIXING SCIENCE AND ETHICS 
TO FORM AN APPI I£0 ETHICS •••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. 	 ETHICAL POLICY MAKING IN TECHNICALLY DIFFICULT 
CASES •••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,._ 0 
3. 	 REQUIREMENTS AND CRITICISMS FOR THE ETHICAL USE OF 
RISK/BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN THE PUBLIC- DISTRIBUTION 
OF RISK TO MEMBERS OF SOCIETY •••••••••••••••••••••• ~2 
I 
 PART TWO: SIX TECHNICAL TOPICS •••••••••••••••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3~ 
{ 1 • 	 STRUCTURE ISSUES IN AMERICAN AGRICULTURE, 
COMMODITY AND INCOME SUPPORT POLICY ••••••••••••••.• 
2. 	 AGRICULTURAL MECHAN I ZAT I ON ••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
3. 	 LAND- USE .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. 	 SUSTAINABILITY OF WORLD AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES, 
THE CASE OF THE AMAZON ••••••••••••••..••••••••••••• 
5. NUTRITION AND SAFETY OF FOOD AND FEEDS •••••••••••••• \ 
6. WORLD HLNGER •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(NOTE ON PAGINATION OF PART TWO: EACH CHAPTER OF THIS PART WILL BE CHANr.ING 
AS WE VARY VISITING FACULTY IN TP.E COURSE, OR TOPICS OF CRITICAL LMPORTANCE 
ARISE. Hence we paginate each section separately. You may find the beginning of 
each chapt~r, from chapter ·two to six, by being guided by the specially colored 
page at the start of each chapter starting with chapter two of Part Two.) 
) 
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HUMAN VALUES IN AGRICULTURE 

First Year Evaluation, Spring 1984 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

<Mar i 1yn Sutton, Dominguez Hi 1 1 s) 
The first year of the funded interdisciplinary program ~uman 
Ua~ues in ag~i~u~.iu~e was intended to test a curricular model 
wherein the eth i ca 1 i ss.ues inherent in agr i cu 1 turua 1 decision­
making could be examined from the perspectives of several discip­
lines. As a team-taught offering, the course would draw on the 
expertise of diversely trained faculty; likewise, the intended 
student population would evidence diverse training and interests. 
Within this forum, the course was intended to make students 
familiar with the "technical-factual foundation of the needs of 
~griculture which contribute to values conflicts, to enable them 
to discriminate between resolvable and unresolvable conflicts, 
and to present ethical principles and devices for yielding reso­
lutions." (project proposal) 
This report is designed as a partial evaluation; the poject 
directors will report on student outcomes as demonstrated in 
improved performance on essay questions, and an independent spe­
cialist, Dr. Glen Hawkes, University of California, Davis, wil 1 
provide an assessment of the technical component of the course 
materials. 
The evaluation plan for this portion of the evaluation is 
designed to assess: 1) the impact of the cour·se on the student 
population in Spring 1984. Subordinately, the evaluation in­
quires into the impact of the pr·oject: 2) on faculty teaching the 
course; 3) and on the curriculum at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. 4) 
Finally, a judgment is offered as to the adaptability of the 
course for other CSU campuses. 
The major findings of the evaluation of the 1983-84 project 
follow: 
1. 	The class provided a highly successful forum for. raising 
values issues and for establishing the importance of technical 
information in ethical decision-making. 
2. 	The Spring 1984 offering was successful in teaching problem­
solving approaches for ethical dilemmas. Students reported 
modest success in this regard but the results of the .D.e£i..oi..og 
~ssu.es Ies.i are even stronger. 
3. 	The class was highly successful in engaging student interest 
as evidenced by student projects and the sophistication of 
understanding in student interviews. 
4. 	Faculty and students found the class effective~~ a forum 
where a wide variety of views was considered. 
5. 	The funded project proved an effective opportunity for faculty 
development. Faculty found they broadened their knowledge of) Key policy issues, came to see their specialties through the 
eyes of colleagues in other disciplines and participated in a 
4 
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team-teachhing enterprise where healthy mutual critques were 
encouraged. 
6. 	~umao Ualues ~o Qgc~cul~uce was successful as a curricular 
innovation. In a relatively unprecedented manner, the course 
addressed a goal currently being identified nationally and 
certainly within the range of the CSU General Education revi­
sions. The success of the Spring 1984 offe~ing has been 
limited by the fact that the course has not been proposed or 
accepted into the regular curriculum. 
7. 	As a cross-disciplinary effort, where clear communication 
among departments is essential, the 83-84 project has been 
less successful than in other areas, considerable ambiguity 
and misinformation continuing to exist. The identification of 
a single project spokesperson would alleviate this problem in 
the future. 
8. 	As a pilot project for possible replicaton in the CSU system, 
the project has been successful in generating preliminary 
interest but no campus has yet indicated a wil I ingness to 
present a similar offering. 
Second Year Evaluation, June 1985 
<Assoc. Dean Charles W. Asbell, Cal Poly Pomona) 
[Excerpted Summary] 
The course, "Human Values in Agriculture" CHU 302), as 
developed and taught on the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo campus, 
reflects the energies, ingenuities and efforts of several faculty 
members from the schools of Agriculture and Communication Arts. 
This offering provides a classroom forum whereby some of the 
ethical decision-making concepts as taught in humanities are 
brought into relevancy by utilizing real, contemporary agricul­
tural related issues. 
Due to the structure of this course, the qualitative nature 
of the subject matter, and the way it is taught, it serves as a 
role model to other CSU campuses as it responds to the "spirit" 
and mission of the Chancel !or's Executive Order #338. That is, it 
is interdisciplinary in its contemporaneous cogent subject matter 
and is team taught by the faculties of two distinct schools 
within the university .... 
The teaching of HU 302 during the winter quart~r of 1985 had 
a significant impact upon the students who took the course, the 
instructors and the faculties from the schools of [Humanities] 
Communication Arts and Agriculture who provided the course staff­
ing. News concerning the quality and reputation of the course 
became known to the student body and by .the end of the seventh 
week of the Winter quarter 1985, twenty-five students were al­
ready enrolled in the course as indicated by the Spring 1985 CAR 
I reports. Unfortunately, HU 302 was not offered during the 
5 
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Spring term as necessary funds were not available. 
Clearly, the teaching of "Human Values in Agriculture" <HU 
302) at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo has been most successful. 
would therefore recommend that HU 302 become a permanent course 
listing at CPSLO and that the Chancellor/s office again provide 
funding for this most successful role model. 
Along with the qualitative, integrated treatment of ethical 
and agricultural problems, it also serves as a model in address­
ing the "spirit" of the .G.en.e.r:...al Ed.u.c..aiion=B.r:..e..a.d.ih B.e.q.ui.r:..em.e.o.i.s of 
Executive Order 338, i.e.: 
1. 	 It is interdisciplinary and integrative in nature <I., E>. 
2. 	 It is team taught by the faculties of two separate schools 
within the university. 
3. 	There is a large oral and writing component requirement <II.,A). 
4. 	The students are required to critically analyse and "synthe­
size" the infor·mation presented in class <I I. ,8). 
5. 	The course requires that the participants critically evaluate 
and appreciate the application of ethical values <II.,C). 
6. 	The scope of this course is not limited to the application of 
ethical principles to California, the United States or 
"western" agriculture but the "global" <Western and Non­
Western) implications are considered <IV. ,D>. 
On page 2, paragraph 7 of Executive Order No. 338, the text 
states: 
~The intent is that the General Education-Breadth Requirements 
be planned and organized in such a manner that students will 
acquire the abilities, knowledge, understanding, and apprecia­
tion suggested as interrelated elements, not as isolated 
fragments. 
My perceptions of the "Human Values in Agriculture" course, based 
upon information used in this review, indicated that the spirit 
of this quotation has and is being addressed. 
[Additional materials in the Senate Office give more excerpts 
from the text, an idea of what kinds of oral and writing assign­
ments students do, the application of ethics upon which their 
grades are based, and more evaluative materials from our three 
external evaluators.] 
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GEllERAL EDUCATION AND BREADni PROPOSAL 
1. PROPOSER'S NAME 
Mathematics Department 
2. PROPOSER'S DEPT. 
3. SUftoiiTfED FOR AREA (include section, and subsection if applicable) 
8.2. 
4. COURSE PREFIX, NUMBER, TITLE, UNITS, DESCRIPTION, ETC. (use catalog fonnat) 
Math 201 - Appreciation of Mathematics (3) 
Contemporary mathematics and the relationship between mathematics 
and our cultural heritage. Intended to develop an appreciation 
for the role that mathematics plays in society, both past and 
present. 3 lectures. 
5. SUBCa+tiTTEE ROCOMMENDATION AND REMARKS 
Approves (unanimous). 
6. GE & B COMMITTEE REXXl-1MrnDATION AND REMARKS 
Approves 5-4-0. See attachment. 
Those members opposing felt that the integrity of the mathematics 
requirement would be better sustained by a traditional algebra 
course. 
Note that Math 113 is a prerequisite in the '86-'88 catalog. 
17. . <A 
California Polytechnic State UniversitySt~te of Calilornia 
-42- Son luis Obispo, CalifO<nia 93407 
Memorandum 
To 
Via : 
From 
Subject: 
Date :George Lewis October 1, 1985 
Lloyd Lamouria 
Paul Murphy 0. /. h{ · 
Academic Senate 
Math 201 
..j l 
'Itle Mathematics Deparbnent would like to have the course Math 201, 
Appreciation of Mathematics, added to the list of allowable G.E.B. electives, 
in area B. 
I am enclosing an expanded course outline of the course. I am also having 

letters sent to you fran deparbnent heads in other deparbnents, expressing the 

opinion that this course would be valuable to their majors. 

Math 201 has been carefully designed to replace our former Math 100, 

Mathematics for General Education. For many years we offered Math 100 as an 

elective for students who did not need any particular mathematical skills for 

courses in their major or in their support courses. 'Itle course had no 

prerequisites, and the course outline gave the instructor a great deal of 

freedan. In 1982, the G.E.B. Camlittee decided not to include Math 100 in 

its list of allowable electives. 

In the last several years, the entrance requirements for ac:Jnission to Cal 
Poly have been substantially toughened, in mathematics as well as other 
subjects. This develotment has allowed our Curriculum Camnittee to design a 
new course which can meet the needs of students in the same majors as did 
Math 100, but which is considerably more rigorous and challenging. 
In partirular, Math 201 has a prerequisite of Math 113 or two years of high­
school algebra. And since students are required to pass the ELM exam before 
they take any mathematics class at Cal Poly, instructors of Math 201 can be 
certain that their students will have basic algebra skills. With this in 
mind, we have chosen a text for Math 201 which is probably the most advanced 
of the texts which were used for Math 100. (Math 100 allC1.oled the instructor 
to choose the text, and there were sanetirnes as many as four or five in use 
in a given academic year.) More important, this text, ~of. Mathematics 
by Roberts and Varberg, fits the goals expressed in Executive Order 338 and 
Cal Poly's "Knowledge and Skills Statement" extremely well. '!hat is, the 
course and the text are designed to teach students "not • • • merely basic 
canputational skills, but • • • as well the understanding of basic mathematical 
concepts" (E.O. 338, section N B). Most instructors who used this text for 
Math 100 were very pleased with this as,Pect of the text; if they had any 
complaint, it was that the text was a bit too hard for many Math 100 
students. 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. Please do not hesitate to 
contact me if you need additiona! information or supporting materials. 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

Background: Women's Week has been celebrated at Cal Poly every year since 1982 in 
conjunction with National Women's History Week. The presentations focus on 
important aspects ofwomens' role in society. Financial support has come, for the most 
part, through Student Affairs. Interest and attendance at Women's Week has 
continually grown, so that this past February, there were 31 presentations, including 
lectures, a poetry reading, luncheon, fun run, films and a theatrical performance. 
Well over 1100 attended the events; 90~o vf whom were students. 
AS-_-86/__ 
RESOLUTION 

RECOGNIZING WOMEN'S liEEK AT 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

WHEREAS, 	 Women's Week has been celebrated at California Polytechnic State 
University every year since 1982 in conjunction with National Women's 
History Week; and 
WHEREAS, 	 Interest and attendance at Women's Week has significantly grown 
during that time; and 
WHEREAS, 	 The study of women's accomplishments in history, art, music, science, 
and other endeavors is an integral part of students' education; and 
WHEREAS, 	 Women's Week represents a collaborative effort of California 
Polytechnic State University students, staff and faculty, and other 
universities; therefore be it 
RESOLVED: 	 That the Academic Senate recognize Women's Week as an important 
aspect of California Polytechnic State University's educational offerings; 
and be it further 
RESOLVED: 	 That the Academic Senate urge all academic departments to support 
Women's Week in whatever manner deemed appropriate. 
Proposed By: 
Elie Axelroth and 
Nancy Loe of Professional 
Consultative Services 
Apri18, 1986 
) 
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY : 
Enrollment and 1986-87 Capital Outlay Budget 
The Legislative Analyst recommended that prior to budget 
hearings, the CSU provide the Legislature with either the 
information needed to justify a departure from the existing 
policy on redirection or revised enrollment and capital outlay. 
Chancellor Ann Reynolds and staff met with Legislative .Analyst 
Office staff on March 18. (Please see attached letter of 
March 17 related to that meeting.) A subsequent meeting of 
CSU Provost William Vandament and Mr. Jerry Beavers, held on 
March 25, resulted in additional information supplied to the 
Legislative Analyst's Office. 
The CSU regards the following to be relevant to the issue of 
CSU enrollment projections and allocations for the future. 
Demand is high for. most CSU campuses and programs. 
Increasing percentages of high school graduates 
have applied to CSU during the past ten years. Due 
to enrollment restrictions, CSU campuses made offers 
of freshman admissions to 61% of their applicants 
in 1985 as contrasted with 72% - in 1975. Closing 
dates for applications to most programs and campuses 
have steadily moved forward in recent years. 
The CSU maintains its commitment to the redirection 
of students when programs are closed. Each applicant 
has the option of listing an alternative campus or 
program and is referred to that alternative when 
programs close. Redirection, however, places 
relatively few students because of commuting problems 
and ~he limited availability of some popular, ­
specialized programs. 
Using new CPEC Space Utilization standards, only the 
Los Angeles and Hayward campuses show significant 
unused instructional capacity. These campuses have 
not benefited from past redirection efforts and have 
been targeted for the development of magnet programs 
to attract students. 
A modest lifting of enrollment restrictions in Fall 
1985 resulted in service to an additional 8,619 students 
(+4,956 AY FTE) and a net gain of 741 students at 
campuses classified as having excess capacity. 
f 
i I
.. 
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Enrollment and 1986-87 Capital Outlay nud~et 
Page Two 
The 1991-92 enrollment projections used in 1986-87 
capital budget are only 5,000 FTE students higher 
than actual 1985-86 enrollments (246,715 vs. 
241,789 FTE). Given recent corrections in the 
CSU eligibility index, and projected increased 
numbers of high school graduates through 1990, 
these projections are probably conservative. 
National data show California enrollments in senior 
institutions (i.e., baccalaureate-awarding) and 
baccalaureate degrees awarded to be lower than 
expected when compared to appropriate age groups. 
Future planning, in conjunction with Master Plan 
studies, may well reveal an unmet need for 
baccalaureate study in the CSU and other California 
institutions. 
tHE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 

IIAKERSFII3LD. CHICO· DOMINGUEZ HILLS· FRESNO· FULLERTON ·llAYWARL> · HUMIIOUIT 
POMONA . SACRAMENTO . SAN BERNARDINO · SAN DIEGO · SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JOSE 
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 
(213) s9o- 5708 March 17, 1986 
Mr. William G. Harnm 
Legislative Analyst 
925 L Street, Room 3151 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. Hamm: 
This letter is forwarded in reponse to Legislative Analyst 
recommendations concernincr The California State University 
capital budget that "pric-:: to budget hearings, the CSU 
provide the Legislature ~~th either the information needed 
to justify a departure fr 'm the existing policy on 
redirection or a revised· nrollment allocation plan and 
capital outlay program th t is consistent with the 
established legislative p licy on redirection." We will 
have an opportunity to di ~uss the following issues 
personally at' our meeting ·f March 18, 1986. 
Redirection 
Please be assured first th, ·. the CSU will maintain its 
program of redirection for pplicants who cannot be 
accommodated at the campus 1 or in the program, of choice. 
Since the inception of the SU redirection process in 1970, 
it has been clear that redi ection will not divert students 
in the magnitude desired. Jevertheless, we have continued 
the program as a service to our applicants for admission 
and to achieve the amount of diversion described below. We 
are pleased to note that CSU redirection efforts are at 
least as successful as those of other systems that have 
made data available. 
Attachment A provides an analysis of our redirection program 
for Fall 1985. You will note that we had 4,459 unaccommodated 
first-time freshmen and 1,656 unaccommodated undergraduate 
transfers during Fall 1985. Only 2,131 of the total 
unaccommodated applicants requested redirection and only 
784, or 36.8 percent, of these applicantq enrolled at a CSU 
campus. Although 3,984 students did not request redirection, 
a total of 957, or 24 percent, of these students enrolled in 
a CSU campus. The total number of students who were 
unaccommodated in their first choice and enrolled were 1,741, 
or 28.5 percent of all unaccommodated applicants. When these 
400 GOUlEN SHORE, LONG BEACH, CALU'ORNIA 90802-4275 INFORMATION: (213) 596-5506 
Mr. William G. Hamm 
March 17, 1986 
Page Two 
students are distributed across the CSU system, however, 
their impact on facilities utilization is not significant. 
The CSU practice during the past few years has been to 
restrict enrollment at certain campuses to enhance enroll­
ments at campuses that have underutilized instructional 
facilities. This practice did not result in growth at 
the underutilized campuses. For example, in the ten years 
prior to 1985-86, academic year enrollment at CSU Los 
Angeles decreased from 15,229 to 13,197 FTE students. 
During that same period of time, the CSU generally became 
less able to respond favorably to applications for first­
time freshman admission, with offers of admission declining 
from 72 to 61 percent of the applications from Fall 1975 
to Fall 1985. 
For the Fall of 1985, campuses with enrollment pressures 
were allowed to increase enrollments slightly in response 
to increased demand. In the aggregate, the seven CSU 
campuses classified as underutilized gained 503 FTE students 
over 1984-85 levels despite some increased CSU responsiveness 
to student demand at other campuses. 
We have concluded that the primary effect of restraining 
growth at high-demand campuses is to limit access to 
baccalaureate opportunities. Such restraints have had 
no demonstrable positive effects on other campuses. This 
is not surprising given the fact that the overwhelming 
majority of CSU students are either a) commuting students 
or b) interested in specialized programs that are available 
at a limited number of campuses. In neither case is 
redirection a feasible alternative. 
Systemwide Enrollment Revision 
The impetus to revise CSU enrollment projections for the 
1986-87 capital budget came from the following observations: 
Previous projections greatly understated 
existing 1985-86 enrollment. The 1985-86 FTE 
student level of 241,706 is already more than 
5,000 FTEs higher than earlier projections. 
cited in the Legislative Analyst'~.report. 
Mr. William G. Hamm 
March 17, 1986 
Page Three 
Correction of the eligibility index for 
CSU, in response to the CPEC eligibility 
study, has increased the number of high 
school graduates eligible for freshman 
admissions by approximately 10,000 students 
each year. When offsetting factors of 
admissions yield-rate and retention are 
combined, approximately 10,000 additional 
students (new, continuing, and returning) 
can be expected to be enrolled in CSU 
institutions if accommodations are available. 
The CSU has been able to offer admission to 
a decreasing percentage of its freshman 
applications during the past ten years, an 
indication of unmet student demand for its 
programs. 
In addition to the preceding factors related directly 
to CSU enrol~ment pools,we have previously provided 
information to you indicating that baccalaureate degree 
productivity in California, i.e., the ratio of degrees 
awarded to an appropriate age group, lags significantly 
below the national average. This finding reinforces other 
evidence of increasing pressure for admission to CSU. 
Policy Concerns 
Supplemental budget act reports for 1976, 1977, and 1978 
contained reference to working policies on redirection and 
the CSU capital program. At the time of enactment, many 
of the system's young campuses had not yet reached maturity 
or approached their enrollment ~otential. 
At present, there are few campuses characterized by 
significant excess capacity. The attached chart indicates 
The California State University projected enrollment growth 
anticipated between 1986/87 and 1990/91, as well as the 
existing physical plant capacity in Full-Time Equivalent 
(FTE) Students when compared to the budgeted enrollments 
for 1985/86. The plant capacity data is calculated using 
the space utilization standards recently adopted by the 
California Postsecondary Education Cornmi~sion (CPEC). The 
standards reduce the weekly room hour use requirement by 
15% for lecture c1ass~ooms and by 5% for laboratory class­
rooms. 
Mr. William G. Hamm 
Page Four 
March 17, 1986 
As can be seen ~rom the chart, only eight campuses have 
even slight capacity surplus to their needs in 1985/86, 
four of which do not have sufficient excess to provide 
for their anticipated enrollment growth. 
Eleven of the campuses have insufficient capacity space 
to meet both current and projected enrollment growth. 
This space deficit on these eleven campuses is approximately 
26,000 FTE for the 1985/86 enrollment. 
It has also become clear with the passage of time that 
redirection is largely ineffective in increasing system 
facililt~es utilization. Biennial reports on redirection 
activities have not been required for the past two years 
and supplemental Budget Act language, applicable to each 
budget year, has not been adopted since 1978. 
We believe, therefore, that the action of the CSU in 
combining redire~tion, and adjusting enrollment targets 
selectively as conditions change, is consistent with 
earlier Legislative intent to achieve access and effective 
use of State resources. 
I look forward to reaching clarification on these issues 
prior to the start of Legislative hearings during the 
coming weeks. Thank you for your consideration. 
WAR:bm 
Enclosures 
Attuchment A 
F.=.lll l':JOS---Ur.dc!t'~p'.o<d•J~d;c~ l~ppl ici.d; ion~; f'o:ot' ntlr,,i ~;~:;ion; 
~!!.~~~'-':_:: •;~;~!!~ ~~,g~j~~~.L€3 rJ___.fll! p __l_i_c:~.;~!;_Lq!:.'.~_, ____L~ !~ •oU..l.'..~~,·_c ~ j_·-·!:.•, ___<~ t:I_[L_~~!!=s-:c'..lJ_r_!!_f~t.::~:t. 
T 11 e:~ L>. l i f o t' n i t.\ S t at e LJ n i v c~ t' ~; i t y ,. c-! c C' i v C.' cJ ;::: 1 C , 't 3 1 .:~ p p l i c <'1 t i •:• n ._, f <::.•t ~ 
adr,li.ssion to it!:J 1'9 Ci'll•lpu~;L'~> f•.:.•l' thr:: fc.\] 1 tt!t'r•l J':J85. Uf. thc•se_, 
7'9, OB'3 1--JE!I"e ft'O:.:•I•l fi•·~:;t--t ir,le ft·c~~;hrnr.:?n, ':J2, 785 w.:~t'e •.tndGt·'[jt'ad•Jate 
transfQrs, and 44,~57 were postbaccalaureate and graduate· 
applicants. 
E.::tch applicant he:\s the oppot·tunity, at the tirne of cor,lpleting the 
application form, to list an alternative campus that may be used 
"if yotw rnajot' is closc?d c.n'"•d you wish tc• have yout' appl ice:\t ion 
redi•··ected to anothet" CSU campus." The applicant 111ay also 1 ist" 
an alternative major. The data that follow report on the 
disposition of unaccommodated applicants divided by whether or 
not the applicant listed an alternative campus. 
First-time Freshmen 
Applications 7308'3 
Accornmod.ated 74630 Sll~. 4 Pet•cent 
Unaccornmod at ed 4453 5.6 
Listed alt. 1·647 2. 1 
Did not list alt. 2812 
Enrollment of unaccom. 
applicants· · 1110 . 
Listed alt. 537 
Did not list alt. 573 
Undergraduate Transfers 
Applications 92785 
Acc•:)I"IHil•:)d at ed 91123 SlE~. 2 Pet•cent 
Unaccc•rnrnod at ed 1655 LB 
Listed alt. 484 0.5 
Did not list alt. 1172 1.3 
Enrollment of unaccom. 
applicants 631 
Listed alt. 247 
Did not list alt • 384 
.- ·--·----
Rll Undergraduate Applicants 
17187 '•Applications SlG.4~ of total apps.16575'3f~cco:or,H•lO:Ocl at ed 
6115 3.L~Unacco:or.lr•l<:•d at ed 1. ;::1­2131Listed alt. 2. ~)1-3'38'+Did not list alt. 
Enrollment of unaccom. 

app l i cc:\r.t s 
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THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 

COMPA111SON OF AVAILABLE CAPACITY TO 

PLANNED ENROLLMENT GROWTH BY CAMPUS 

FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STUDENTS (IN THOUSANDS) 

CAMPUS 
BAKERSFIELD 
CHICO 
DOMINGUEZ HILLS 
PLANNED GROWTH 
HAYWARD 
HUMBOLDT 
LONG BEACH 
LOS ANGELES 
NORTHRIDGE 
POMONA 
SACRAMENTO 
SAN BERNARDINO 
SAN DIEGO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN JOSE 
SAN LUIS OBISPO . 
SONOMA 
STANISLAUS 
4 3 2 0 
jt; /I 
. -. ' 
2 
... , 
3 4 
I i. 
'. / / 
(/ ! • 
I' 
~ .. , ]' 
5 
f 
, .J, ~ /,
, 
?.:J'~ ,)(I 
. !(J. f. 
CAPACITIES ARE BASED UPON a 1986/87 TO 1991/92 
CALIFORNIA POSTSECONDARY 
EDUCATION COMMISSION ADOPTED b CAPACITY DEFICIT OF SURPLUS COMPARED TO 
UTILIZATION STANDARDS 1985/86 ENROLLMENTS (FTE) 
F· ~lJrU<:<ry 3, l ()H 6 
For Admissions in Fall, 1985 
As of January 1, 1985 
a. Closed Campus - SLO (graduate students accepted; also 
undergraduates in Agriculture [all options], and 
Agricultural Engineering. 
b. Closed Programs 
Accounting - Pomona 
Business Administration (All options) - Long Beach, 
Northridge 
Marketing - Pomona 
Radio - Television - San Diego, San Francisco 
Computer Science - Pomona, Chico, Fullerton, Long 
Beach, Northridge, San Diego, San Jose 
Computer Information Systems - Pomona 
Aerospace Engineering - Pomona, San Diego 
Biomedical Engineering - Long Beach 
Chemical Engineering - San Jose 
Electrical/Electronic Engineering - Pomona, Chico, 
Fullerton 
Computer EngineeriQg - Long Beach 
Mechanical Engineering - Pomona, Long Beach, 
San Diego, San Jose 
Surveying and Photogrammetry - Sacramento 
Health Science - Bakersfield 
Nursing - Hayward, Los Angeles, Chico, 
Fresno, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose 
Occupational Therapy - San Jose 
Social Work - San Francisco 
Medical Laboratory Technology - Dominguez Hills 
As of February 1, 1985 : 
a. Closed campus - SLO - see above 
b. Closed Programs - all of the above 
As of March 1, 1985 
a. Closed Campus - SLO - see above 
b. Closed Programs - All 
Communications -
Radio-Television 
of the above, 
Fullerton 
- Northridge 
plus 
As of April 1, 1985 
a. Closed campus - San Luis Obispo - see above 
b. 	 Closed Programs - all the above plus 
Hotel and Restaurant Mgt. - Pomona 
Agricultural Business - San Luis Obispo 
Animal Science - San Luis Obispo 
Agricultural Engineering - San Luis Obispo 
Engineering Technology - Pomona 
As of May 1, 1985 
a. Closed campus- San Luis Obispo (see above); San Diego 
b. 	 Closed Programs - all the above plus 
Agriculture San Luis Obispo (all remaining options) 
As of June 1, 1985 
a. Closed Campus- San Luis Obispo (see above); San Diego 
b. 	 Closed Programs - all the above, plus 
Journalism - San Francisco 
>n:-'J 3c= ;c_State of-California California Polytechnic State University 
Son Luis Obispo, California 93407RECElVEDMemorandum 
APR 9 1986 
To 	 Date 1986Lloyd Lamouria, Chair 	 March 25, 
Academic Sera te cademic Senate File No.: 
~ Copies : Aca dem i c Senate Budget Committee 
I 
From 	 J ens Poh1, Ch 1 r 
Academic Sena Budget Committee 
Subject: 	 Recommendations Relating to Reporting Format of Discretionary Funds 
At a meeting on March 19, 1986, the Academic Senate Budget Committee 
unanimously passed the following motion pertaining to the format and 
implementation of new reporting requirements for discretionary funds activity 
on the Ca 1 Poly campus.. · 
That the Budget Committee recommends the adoption of the subject format 
for the reporting of discretionary funds activity annually on the 
following distribution basis: 
Al 1 i nstructi ona1 and a dn i ni strati ve 
depa rtrnents/uni ts, Chair of the 
Academic Senate and Chair of the 
Academic Senate Budget Committee•.•.• .• ••••••••••••••••••••• One (1) copy 
of all 	reports 
Each faculty member within a 
particular departrnent/unit•.•.•.•.•.•·························Ooe (1) copy of 
reports pertain­
1ng to the 
corresponding 
school 
Attached to this memorandum is a typical set of sample reports to serve as an 
example.. To the best of my knowledge the Budget Committee's recommendation 
can be 	 accomplished within existing data base and computer-based reporting 
ca pa bil iti es•. 
Attachment 
~-
Balance @ 7/1/85 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 

Transfers 

Subtotal 
Disbursements 
Salary & ~enefits 

Travel 

Supplies 

Food Service 

Hosting 

Printing 

CPSU 

Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
Co;n; ~ Y)~u-6_ booK 
FOUNDATION FINANCIAL SUMMARY REPORT 
CPSU DISCRETIONARY FUNDS 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
Agri­
culture 
Arch & 
Env. Des. 
Conun. Arts 
& 
Hu.'Tlani ties ~r. 
Prof. 
Studies 
$69,360 $12,092 $ 5,934 $281,528 $34,420 
64,642 
1, 563 
17,053 
3,1 73 
16,628 
_210_ 
193,159 
_99,080 -­
23,705 
_] ,2_5_§_ 
66,205 
. 2, 008 
7,800 
4,689 
6,589 
581 
418 
595 
5,013 
6,791 
1,560 
20,226 16,838 292,239 27,261 
3,288 3,741 
3,425 200 32,596 4,496 
135 10,062 ­
815 846 4,737 .2 ,488 
738 402 575 1,620 
22,200 ­
589 1,801 63,670 1,208 
1,367 576 8,927 2,373 
1,700 6,506 69 , 208 875 
Business 
$21,537 
36,077 
- }6 ,598 
52,675 
8,451 
16 
1 ,5 74 
544 
3,038 
-
3,652 
5,195 
6,815 
ack::Lj:I.-On Jo ~ rs- · ~ 6 ~eQ 
PA~1~p2E I ~ED 
APR 9 1986 
Academic Senate 
Science 
& 
Math President 
$30,117 $59,791 
15,686 60,832 
350 
16,036 60,832 
670 6,411 
329 52 
1,152 36 
758 3,661 
- 183 
- 200 
1,770 
1,547 1,272 
1,420 46,408 
~ 

Subtotal 36,044 8,634 10,466 215,263 16,801 29,285 7,646 58,223 

Balance @ 1/31/86 $99,521 $23,684 $12,306 $358,504 ut'0J_§_§_Q_ __ ~~927 $38,507 $62,400
u 
PAGE 2 OF 2 
FOUNDATION FINANCIAL SUMMARY REPORT 
CPSU DISCRETIONARY FUNDS 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
(can't) 
Dean Vice Pres. Director Ex. Dean 
Vice Pres. of Info. Director Business Facilities 
Provost Univ. Rel. Students Systems Personnel Affairs Admin. Total 
Balance @ 7/1/85 
-s 4, 983 $12,943 $7.972 $552 - $273 $210 $541,712 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 14,442 20 4,003 150 - 200 - 446,597
Transfers 1,505 - ­- - - - 126 035 
Subtotal 15,947 20 4,003 150 - 200 - 572,632 
Disbursements 
Salary & Benefits 105 - - - - - - 9,142 
Travel 3,246 - 392 - - - - 67,687 
Supplies 751 
- 177 - - - - 16,211 
Food Service 1,032 - 1,556 74 - 32 - 20,931 
Hosting 542 
- 96 - - - - 9,517 
Printing 
- 5,943 
- - - - - 9,582 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
- - - - - - -
22,995 
Equipment 
- - - -
- -
- 77.703 
Other 1,426 62 42 66 - 100 60 29,804 
Trans. to Other Accts. 25 - 750 - - - - 135,267 
398,839Subtotal 7,127 6,005 3,013 140 - 132 60 
Balance @1/31/86 $13L803 __ $6,958 $8,962 $562 - $341 $150 715,505 
I 1 
-

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 

Balance @7/1/85 
Receipts 
Deans 
Office 
$1411 
-
Ag 
Ed 
1908 
Ag Ag 
~Mngt 
3870 4516 
Anml 
Sci & Crop 
Ind Science 
21,239 21,707 
Dairy 
Science 
3277 
Food 
Sci 
Nutr 
4128 
NRM 
1683 
0/H 
326 
Soil 
Sci 
5295 
Total 
School 
69 '360 
. . 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
9155 
1 
5905 
1562 
2325 8869 
- -
12,915 
-
9, 741 
-
1965 
-
5801 
-
716 
-
5430 
-
1820 
-
64,642 
1,563 
Subtotal 9156 7467 .2325 8869 12,915 9,741 1965 5801 716 5430 1820 66,205 
Disbursements 
Salary & Benefits - - 152 - - 1,856 - - - - - 2,00.8 
Travel 863 20 341 520 1,328 2,064 365 749 221 800 529 7,800 
Supplies 331 834 927 50 733 509 17 228 92 710 258 4,689 
Food Service 1052 557 202 119 1,133 984 337 1061' 188 708 248 6,589 
Hosting 380 - 11 - 129 - - - - . 61 - 581 
Printing 399 - - 19 - . ­ - - - - - 418 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services - - - - - - - - - 595 - 595 
Equipment - - 517 - 2,810 328 - - - 1358 - 5,01.3 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
723 
300 
90 
-
122 
-
938 
1100 
2,304 
160 
402 
-
923 
-
1020
.. 
-
26 
-
209 
-
34 
-
6,791 
1 560 
Subtotal 4048 1501 2272 2746 8,597 6,143 1642 .· 3058 527 4441 1069 36,044 
Balance @1/31/86 $6519 7874 3923 10639 25,557 25,305 3600 6871 1872 1315 6046 99,521 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
Deans 
Office 
Arch. 
Dept. 
Arch. 
Engr. 
City/ 
Regional 
Planning 
Construction 
Engr. 
Landscape 
Arch. Total 
Balance @7/1/85 $4,778 $2,567 $1,200 $ 69 $2,091 $1,3~7 $12,092 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
2,610 
1,709 
5,601 
76 
1,275 
-
230 
1,357 
2,775 
-
4,562 
40 
17,053 
3,173 
Subtotal 4,310 5,677 1,275 1,587 2, 775 4,602 20,226 
Disbursements 
Salary &Benefits 
Trav·el 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU ' 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
554 
332 
629 
139 
1,430 
l 000 
1,640 
(179) 
72 
(55) 
-
476 
205 
700 
150 
243 
32 
30 
-
15 
5 
'450 
-
-
605 
404 
(243) 
-
3,425 
815 
738 
589 
1,367 
1 700 
Subtotal 4,084 1,478 1,381 455 470 766 8,634 
Balance @1/31/86 $5,004 $6,766 $1,094 $1,201 $4,396 $5,223 $23,684 
PAGE 1 OF 2 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIVE ARTS & HUMANITIES 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 

Deans Foreign 
Office Art English Language His torr Journalism .. 
Balance @ 7/1/85 $ 978 $ 680 $ 17 $ 56 $1,003 $ 656 
-
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 5,525 1,404 5,930 50 820 400 
Transfers 210 
Subtotal ·5,735 1,404 5,930 50 820 400 
Disbursements 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel 
- - - - - 200 
Supplies 
Food Service 70 286 128 56 11 145 
Hosting 48 29 - - - 234 
Printing 
- - -
CPSU 
Salary &Benefits 
Supplies &Services 
Equipment 
Other 
- 65 I - -
... 152 272 
Trans. to Other Accts. 6 296 35 - - 35 35 
Subtotal 6,414 415 128 56 198 886 

Balance @1/31/86 $299 $1,669 $5,819 $50 $1,625 $170 

·. 

. 
--
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SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIVE ARTS & HUMANITIES 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
..1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
(can't) 
... 
Theatre 
Political Social Speech & Total 
Music Science Science Collllllunication Dance School 
... 
Balance @ 7/1/85 $1,867 $ 189 $ 201 $ 191 $ 96 $5 .. 934 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 525 635 820 514 5 16,628 

Transfers 
- - -
- -
210 

. . 
Subtotal 525 635 820 514 5 16,838 
Disbursements 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel - - - - - 200 
Supplies - 135 - - - 135 
Food Service 
-
34 - 82 34 846 
Hosting 
-
91 - - - 402 
Printing 
CPSU 
S~ary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 1,801 
- - -
- 1,801 
Other 80 7 - - - 576 
Trans. to Other Accts. - 35 35 35 . - 6 506 
.. 
1,881 302 35 117 34 10,466Subtotal \ ~:. 
Balance @ 1/31/86 $511 - - _$522 $986 $588 $67 $12,306 '.I:· 
I'
. ·. 
... 
·' 
... 
·. .
> 
... 
-· 
. 
- PAGE 1 OF 2 
.. 
,. 
. 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86 .Through Januar;y 31 2 1986 
Deans 
Office MEP 
Aero. 
Engr. 
Mech. 
Engr. 
Civil/Env. 
__sr • EL/EE 
. 
Balance @7/1/85 $107,969 $2,881 $26,502 $48,349 $11,077 . $28,421 
Receipts 
' Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
79,220 
3.5 2 050 
2,000 
-
2,502 
4,000 
22,061 
92 098 
7,325 
14 2 556 
33,158 
2,376 
Subtotal 114,270 2,000 6,502 31,159 21,881 35,534 
Disbursements 
-
•, 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel . 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
1,559 
10,356 
4,967 
1,897 
160 
22,200 
\ 
-
-
76 
58 
-
-
1,357 
-
. 147 
235 
-
5, 735 
5 
525 
40 
-
3,690 
-
20 
-
600 
3,488 
1, 473 
725 
31 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
18,518 
4,302 
60 550 
-
-
-
-
1,147 
-
9,500 
272 
350 
-
1,000 
7' 858 
1?,615 
570 
Subtotal 124,509 134 2,886 16,427 12,568 24,502 

Balance @1/31/86 $ 97,730 $4,74 7 $30,118 . $63;081 $29,_39~0- $39 2 453 

'j• 
" 
Balance @ 7/1/85 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
Subtotal . 
.. 
D.isbursements 
...,... 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
.· 	 Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
Subtotal 
.' 
Balance @ 1/31/86 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
(eori't) 
Engr. Air Industrial 
Tech. Pollution Engr. Metallurgy 
$ 7,823 $6,810 $ 4,099 $8,119 
7,165 220 8,035 7,095 
13,500 - 9,500 4,000 
20,665 220 17,535 ll,095 
382 
383 662 4,974 1,411 
370 988 136 
315 32 . 203 14 
15 
2,491 370 466 474 
98 141 128 65 
3, 657 2,575 5,922 1,964 
$24,831 $4,455 $15,712 $17,250 
Computer 

Science 

$29,478. 
24,378 
7,000 
31,378 
747 
540 
2~047 
801 
94 
14,236 
1,204 
450 
20,119 
$40,737 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

Total 
School 
$281,528 
193,159 
99,080 
292,239 
3, 288. 
32,596 
10,062· 
4,737 
575 
22,200 
63,670. 
8,927 . 
69,208,. 
215,263 
$358,504 
·. 

SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86,Through January 31, 1986 
• ; 
• 
!' 
· 
.. ~ 
· 
-
·-
.. 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 

Balance @ 7/1/85 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
Subtotal 
Disbursements 
. . 
Salary &Benefits 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
'· Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
Subtotal 
Balance @ 1/31/86 
Deans Business 
Office Accounting Admin. Economics ~ Total 
$ 4,861 $12,060 . $1,640 $1,072 $1,904 $21,537 
23,778 6,455 4,719 275 850 36,077 
11,798 - 600 - 4,200 16,598 
35,576 6,455 5,319 275 5,050 52,675 
:.: 
,. . 
·: · 
- - - - - -
4,165 3,100 100 
-
1,086 8,451 
(755) 15 691 65 - 16 
1,224 - 270 - 80 1,574 
419 - - - .125 544 
3,038 - - - - 3,038 
..:-·· 
.• . 
1,188 427 824 - 1,213 3,652 
3,641 520 957 .. . 7 70 5,195 
5 600 - 615 - 600 6 815 ·:..· 
' 
18,520 4,062 3,457 72 3,174 . 29,285 .· 
•. 
t:;; 
$21,917 $14,453 $3,502 $1,275 $3,780 $44,927 ..... ~.. 
.. 
:,. 
~:;:
r1<.
·llf•,
·.•~z. 
i! 

··. 
~ 
I ·, 
~.... 
.. 
.
.,-
. 
. 
..~ SCHOOL OF SCIENCE &MATH 
·.. 
.. DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86 Through January 31 2 1986 
. 
Deans Biological 
Office Science Chemistry Statistics Math Physics Total 
Balance @7/1/85 $3,007 $14,067 $1,150 $700 $5,225 $5,968 $30,117 
-
... Receipts 
Cash Receipts 1,945 7,092 1,780 580 3,235 1,054 15,686
Transfers 350 
- - - - - 350 
Subtotal ~,295 7,092 1,780 580 3,235 1,054 16,036 
Disbursements 
.· 
Salary &Benefits 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies &Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
70 
-
731 
-
-
-
800 
-
249 
-
403 
1 '770 
945 
220 
-
80 
73 
49 
-
189 
200 
-
-
-
-
-
10cr ·· 
-. 
600 
-
91 
217­
-
92 
200 
-
-
257 
89 
-
221 
-
670 
329 
1,152 
758 
1, 770 
1,547 
1 420 
Subtotal 1,601 3,587 591 -100 1,200 567 7,646 
·..·. Balance @1/31/86 $3,701 $17,572 $2,339 $1,180 $7,260 $6,455 $38,507 
.. 
' 
.I 
I 
PRESIDENTI DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITYi 1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
I 
I 
Round Univ. Recruit-
Table Pres. Retire- Faculty ment 
Presidents Round Dev. Develop- ment Professional & Relo- Assoc. 
Fund Table FDN. ment Activ. Develo2ment cation Ex. VP Total 
.. 

;. 
Balance @ 7/1/85 s s:2s2 $13,387 $1,766 $7, 193 $136 $25,000 $4,258 $2,799 $59,791 
Receipts 
.. Cash Receipts 12,232 47,600 1,000 60,832
Transfers 
' ·· 
·. 
S1,1btotal 
Disbu~sements 
Salary &Benefits 

Travel 

Supplies 

Food Service 

Hosting 

Printing 

CPSU 

Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
12,2 32 47',.600 1'000 60,832 
-
2,165 l, 950 2,296 6~411 
52 52 
36 36 
3,437 91 133 3,661 
183 183 
200 200 
1,204 21 47 1,272 
46,40845,000 - - - - 1,408 
Subtotal 7, 2 77 45,000 2,062 2,296 1,408 180 58,223 

Balance @ 1/31/86 $10,207_ ~15,987 $ 704 $7,193 $136 22,704 $2,850 $2,619 62,400 

·.· 
.. 
, 
., 
: 
.: 
.. 
.. 

PROVOST 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86.Through January 31, 1986 

-Provost 
Provost 
Instruct 
Program 
Vice 
Provost 
Educa­
t i onal 
Services 
COOP 
Ed. 
Extended 
Ed. Library 
Audio 
Visual Total 
·Balance @7/1/85 $ 1,844 $ 191 $17 $38 $422 $1,113 $1,282 $76 $ 4,983 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
8,979 
1 409 
4·,000 
-
-
-
-
-
901 
-
-
96 
562 
-
-
-
14,442 . 
1 505 
Subtotal 10,388 4,000 901 96 562 15,947 
Disbursements 
Salary & Benefits· 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
2,663 
42 7 
710 
135 
583 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
105 
-
76 
135 
-
-
-
191 
. 58 
407 
-
-
-
57 
129 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
105 
3,246 
751 
1,032 
542 
-
.. 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans •. to Other Ace ts. 
1, 341 
25 
80 5 ·1' 426 
25 
Subtotal 5, 301 583 396 661 186 7, 12 7 . 
Balance @ 1/31/86 $6,931 $3,608 $17 $38 $927 $ 548 $1,658 $76 $13,803 
i 
!
I 
i 
, 
~ 
' ~
i 
< 
,, 
j 
' 
~ 
·. 
l 
: 
VICE PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
•. 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86.Through January 31, 1986 
) 
J 
~ 
V.P. Alumni Development PublicJ. 
i· Relations House Office Affairs Total 
Balance @ 7/1/85 $6,056 $6,792 $31 $64 $12,943 
Receipts 
~ 
Cash Receipts 20 
··. Transfers
' 
, 
Subtotal 20 20 
.,.. 
Disbursements 
~ 
Salary & Benefits 
·~ · Travel 
!' Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 5,943 5,943 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 

Supplies & Services 

Equipment 
,. ' Other 62 62 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
Subtotal 6,005 6,005 
.• 
Balance @1/31/86 $ 51 $6,812 $31 $64 $ 6, 958 
20 
' 
' 
~ 
.; 
\,';. 
J 
I 
~~ 
. ,"; 
., 
' 
:; 
'7 
·.: 
!r 
·' h 
~~ 
I"' 
1: , ..:~ 
:·: j '; 
!·; 
:: .. 
:(' 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86 ·Through January 31, 1986 

Dean of 
Students 
wow 
Prog 
Home-
Coming 
Equal 
Opport 
Prog. 
Place­
ment 
Center 
Student 
Group 
Advisors 
Student 
Health 
Center 
Women's 
History 
Week 
Dial-A-
Tape Info 
System 
Counsel 
& 
Testing Total 
:. 
Balance @7/1/85 $(32) $362 $19 $ 83 $4,198 
- $23 $138 $2,642 $539 $7 ~972 ·' 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
transfers 
1,000 
-
100 
-
..I 
-
68 
-
2,605 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
230 
-
4·,003 
-
. 
~ 
Subtotal 1,000 100 - 68 2,605 - - - - 230 4,003 '• 
I 
. Disbursements 
; 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
-
-
132 
550 
96 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
45 
-
-
-
-
-
-
392 
-
498 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
508 
-
-
-
-
-
392 
177 
1,556 
96 
- . 
.;.. 
-
. 
. 
·.. 
. 
Equipment 
Other 
Tr~ns. to Other Accts. 
-(32) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
74 
750 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
42 
750. . 
Subtotal 746 - - 45 1' 714 - - - - 508 3,013 
Balance @1/31/86 $222 $462 $19 $106 $5,089 
-
$23 $138 $2,642 $~61 $8 '962• · 
: .. 
. . 
... , 
! 
~ 
? 
i: 
:· : 
VICE PRESIDENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 

1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 

Associate 
Provost 
Info Computer 
Systems Center Total ~ 
:. 
Baiance @7/1/85 $270 $282 $552 
. ~-
Receipts J { 
. , Cash Receipts 
- 150 150 

Transfers 
- - ­
·' 1: 
?.Subtotal - 150 150 ~.. 
Disbursements 
,, 
Salary & Benefits 
Travel 
- - -
~-
: 
Supplies - - ­ - ~ Food Service 74 - 74 
Hosting ~ 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
.. . Supplies & Services - - -
Equipment - - -
Other 66 - 66 . 
Trans. to Other Accts. - ,• -
Subtotal 140 - 140 
Balance @ 1/31/86 $130 $432 $562 
:··..; . 
.• 
" 
~ 
;·.; 
.1{ 
··~ 
~~ 
,; 
.- . 
' 
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
~. 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
Balance @ 7/1/85 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 

Transfers 

Subtotal 
Disbursements 
Salary &Benefits 

Travel 

Supplies 

Food Service 

Hosting 

Printing 

CPSU 

Salary &Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
Subtotal 
Balance @ 1/31/86 
Director 
Business 
Affairs 
$273 
200 
200 
32 
100 
,• 
132 
$341 
.· 

•) 
'· -·· 
1 
. 
· . 
:· 
... 
EXECUTIVE DEAN FACILITIES ADMINISTRATION 
DISCRETIONARY ACTIVITY 
1985/86 Through January 31, 1986 
Executive 
Dean 
Balance @7/1/85 $210 
Receipts 
Cash Receipts 
Transfers 
.· 
Subtotal 
Disbursements 
Salary &Benefits 
Travel 
Supplies 
Food Service 
Hosting 
Printing 
CPSU 
Salary & Benefits 
Supplies & Services 
Equipment 
Other 
Trans. to Other Accts. 
60 
Subtotal 
Balance @1/31/86 
60 
$150 
f 
'.· ·I j­
.·: !.­
0: 
: ',
.·.: . 
• • r 
•' • ..
: _., 
